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During the 2014–15 academic year, the Prison and Neighborhood
Arts Project ran two classes in political theory at Stateville Correctional
Center, a maximum-security men’s prison located in Crest Hill, Illinois.
Because Stateville is a maximum-security prison, people incarcerated
there have long sentences and very few opportunities to leave their cells
and participate in programs. For some of the students in these classes, this
was their first opportunity to take a class after many years inside. Each
class consisted of fifteen students and met for two and a half hours a week
for the length of a semester. In addition to contributing to consistently
strong and lively discussions, all students also completed a number of
writing assignments, including the final essays compiled in this booklet.
In the Fall of 2014, Lucy Cane and Anna Terwiel taught “Introduction
to Political Theory in the American Context,” in which we read influential
texts in the history of modern political thought with an eye to political institutions and debates in the United States. The class began by examining
18th-century debates amongst revolutionaries and Framers on the nature
and design of the new Republic. We then moved to 19th-century discussions of the place of women, people of color, and the working classes in
America, and to 20th-century engagements with the open-ended promise
of American democracy. Readings included texts by Thomas Paine, Alexis
de Tocqueville, Frederick Douglass, J.S. Mill, Sojourner Truth, Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, Karl Marx, Emma Goldman, Martin Luther King Jr., Stokely
Carmichael, Mahatma Gandhi, Frantz Fanon, bell hooks, and Angela Davis.
The essays written for this class reflect our focus on themes of class, race,
and gender in both historical and contemporary perspective.
In the Summer of 2015, Lucy Cane taught the class “Theory and Event,”
in which we examined ways to generate and challenge theoretical ideas by
engaging with events. We began by discussing why it may be important
for political theory to be responsive to events today, and looked at recent
7

attempts to respond to events by theorists Christopher Lebron and Slavoj
Zizek. We then went on to read responses to past events by thinkers
including Karl Marx, W.E.B. DuBois, Hannah Arendt, Harold Cruse, Frantz
Fanon, and Martin Luther King Jr. Ideas of particular interest in these writings included economic class, race, nonviolence, evil, and responsibility.
Finally, we asked how it is that we come to recognize an event as politically
significant, and reflected on the challenge of remembering events as such.
To engage these questions we read texts on the politicization of gender
by bell hooks and Marc Lamont Hill, reflections on the Black Lives Matter
movement by Judith Butler, and critiques of memory by Sheldon Wolin
and P.J Brendese. In the essays written for this class, students drew on
the theoretical ideas from our readings to respond to recent events that
matter to them.

Introduction to Political Theory
in the American Context

Race in America
by Antoine Boyce
Equality interpreted by its definition states clearly that Tocqueville
is completely correct in his belief that blacks will never live in a country
alongside whites and have an equal footing. I agree with him wholeheartedly, but you will have whites as well as some blacks who will say we are
equal. Blacks in these days can choose where they live, they have a choice
in education, how they eat, and who or what they worship; freedom to do
what we well please. On the surface it seems that way, but I beg to differ.
If we start from the very beginning of the founding of the country of
America and the feet of blacks as they stepped on the soil of this country,
we never had a shot at equality.
First of all, the United States Constitution, which was used to establish America’s own freedom, was constructed while the majority of its
leadership owned slaves. Also, this document was written when blacks
were never even acknowledged as human beings. And slavery was never
fully abolished. This demonstrates immediately that America has always
intended to keep blacks from any rights, whether they were God-given
or just a moral standard of their own laws of citizenship. Slavery has
singlehandedly destroyed me and the rest of blacks from ever knowing
the true essence and purpose of our existence. We as blacks have been
beaten, bred, and broken into the devastating condition which is present
today in most blacks.
In addition, slavery has taken our God, our language, our culture and
traditions as our own people, leaving us lost in a wilderness of hell with
no direction of who I am. It forces me to embrace someone else’s name,
a language that’s not mine, food I never ate, a God I never knew, and
characteristics and traditions of a culture that hated me for no reason at all.
So how does this relate to my present condition now, and my belief that
blacks can never reach equality in the country of America with whites?
As I recognize these horrendous atrocities and try to accomplish success
11
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with the wisdom I gained, overcoming this systematic warfare becomes
impossible because everything that has been taught to me is false. As I
begin to learn, this knowledge of who I thought I was and what I learned
to value in myself from a child up until now are things I should not value
at all. So I find myself confined to a constant state of searching for what I
may be unable to find. This limits me as I exist in a world that promotes
and encourages people to “know thyself.”
To me, equality takes a different form. No matter how much wealth I
can secure, knowledge I can obtain, or prestige I can gain. Whatever free
choice you may think you have, from the community you decide to live
in, the healthcare coverage you want, your right to vote, career choice, or
even something like the number of kids you want to have. Equality has
been stripped from you, from the beginning. Your divine right as a human
being to experience your true purpose is an impossibility. We as blacks
will never know who we are.

Gender in America
by Brian Cox
What women have gone through, gender played a part in their discrimination. I have read and had discussions with some women from that era,
and politics helped society to treat women badly. In the early 20th century,
women were just given the chance to vote. Which did nothing to help
women in their subordinate conditions. Women were still being treated
as their husband’s domestic drudge. Men spoke of women as creatures
who were relatively impractical, unstable, easily hurt, and incapable of
doing hard thinking.
In the year 1915, women began to make strides in social progress.
Women were about to escape from this prison of wifeliness, motherhood, and housework when their services were needed in time of war.
This brought women out to work in industries and helped spark a social
movement. Just as the war came to an end, men attempted to push women
back inside the house. This is the struggle that led women to push for
higher education and jobs. Times were changing and women became
half of the voting population. This is what helped women from the age
of sixteen and older get jobs.
Women had taken a concern for public service and won 4 percent of
State legislative seats and 2 percent of judgeships in 1967. Women were
starting to play a role in American politics. Even though the women who
worked in the typical “women’s jobs” — secretary, receptionist, salesperson, cleaning women, and nurses — were treated to a full range of
humiliations, plus taunting remarks at their mental process with sexual
jokes. Then most of all, women were only being paid one third of what
men were being paid.
Women held 40% of all labor jobs in the United States in 1967. These
numbers gave women power to start lobbying President Johnson to sign
an executive order banning sex discrimination in federally connected
employment. In the years to come, women demanded that this law be
13
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enforced. Lawsuits were being filed by organizations for women’s equality.
By the year 1974, the women’s movement had picketed every group that
excluded women or discriminated against them. This became the starting
point for women’s studies programs at seventy-eight institutions, and two
thousands courses on women being offered at college campuses.
Today, in the 21st century, women in American politics are almost
equal. All the bigotry and ignorance men in the past held toward women
doesn’t show much these days. Perhaps the most profound effect of the
movement was women gaining consciousness and victory on abortion.
These were very liberating moments for women around the world. In light
of what has been done, women are on the United States Supreme Court.
Seven years ago, the first woman ran in the presidential election for the
Democratic Party. In the past this would never have happened. Gender in
American politics is supposed to be based off a certain viewpoint to help
the people. Even though gender seems equal, women are used a lot to gain
votes. Women are becoming the leaders in politics today.

On Race in America
by Kevin Dugar
In 1835, Alexis de Tocqueville wrote: “I do not imagine that the white
and black races will ever live in any country upon an equal footing,” and I
think his prediction has so far come true around the world and especially
here in the United States. And if you ask me, the abolition of slavery and
the civil rights movement have a long way to go before they establish racial
equality in this world. All people should be asking: How do the people
come together to solve this problem?
Dr Martin Luther King Jr. tried his best to bring the people together and
it only got him killed. The key is to have open dialogue amongst a group
of people who are open-minded and understanding about the oppressed.
I have a dream today that I would be able to be free from stereotypical
bullshit!
Here we are discussing the main cause of hate in America and as one
who’s been discriminated against I give the people a clear understanding
on why people think the way they do. Hatred starts within the household.
Here we have the whites who rarely venture beyond the predominantly
white parts of town and know almost nothing about the black neighborhoods nearby. Then you have blacks who don’t trust the whites due to
the dark history of their race. Our friends and acquaintances tend to be
of our own color and so are our social environments and engagements.
Race influences the magazines we read, the books we buy, the media we
follow, the entertainers we recognize, the vacations we take, the lifestyle
we lead, and the choices we make for our respective families.
I truly believe that hatred is being taught in the white family. I believe
that they’re being told that they are privileged, superior and that being
white is the only way and their features are what the world should look
like. Anything other than that is considered a non-factor in their world.
The white man never thinks twice about standing out. The black man
and woman have to think twice about it everyday. The woman has been
15
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trivialized as being the help and the black man has been seen as the beast.
Sadly we must acknowledge the reality, and that’s that the color of our
skin serves as a wall between our two lives and worlds — as well as the
way we perceive them.
Learning together and sharing the city streets together has allowed
us to look over the wall, but rarely are we anything more than guests
on the other side. Our lives have intersected on this topic, but not really
integrated. What is integration, in the broad scope of things, is what people
must ask themselves. We must ask as well, what is racial integration? See,
the thing that makes racial integration so compelling is that it is about
people, not laws. It’s about the way we perceive each other, about the
way we act towards each other, about whether there will ever be room in
our hearts, homes, classrooms and communities to welcome each other
comfortably as neighbors and friends.
To me there is no parting vision of black and white men in America
walking arm in arm to the promised land, no twelve step program to help
us overcome our racial demons and usher in an integrated future until
we realize that our curing game runs against the American grain. Take a
look at the powers that be in America. They have a hero for every villain
they create, a possibility for every problem, a solution for every dilemma,
but they can’t change their mindset. Why is that? Why do so many whites
believe our problem with discrimination is a thing of the past? Our white
peers need to ask themselves: why do blacks seem to be so angry?
To me one must really take a look back to what Dr Martin Luther King
said, “that people should be judged not by the color of their skin but by
the content of their character.”
We have to approach this topic with understanding, be colorblind and
color conscious. It insists on a colorblind approach to character, ability and
personal relationships so its strength can be built on a universal acceptance
of people as individuals, yet it appreciates and welcomes the different
black and white traditions, perspectives and historical experiences that
make our nation whole.
So, the main question and reason the hate continues to lurk in this
society over the past fifty years is when our white peers ask each other,
what more do black people want? They have a black president etc. This is
where American race relations turn deeply bittersweet and this is where
our story begins. For when you look behind the words and symbols, when
you focus in on what we do rather than who you think we are, a very
different and racially divided America unfolds before us — so different
that you would think it wasn’t the same country as the one of so-called
goodwill gestures and expressions of tolerance described above.
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I mean, the history of American race relations is in many ways about
the sad reality hiding behind the professed ideal. It is about the contrast
between the lives we actually lead and the way we want to see ourselves.
This contrast was evident from the beginning of our so-called nation,
when our founders declared that “All men are created equal,” but here
it is they maintained slavery in their midst. It’s bullshit if you ask me! It
was evident when the blacks fought not one, but two world wars to make
the world a better place for democracy, but with racially segregated army
units. And it is evident today, as the private lives we create for ourselves
belie our public protestations of integration. We have police who enter
the black communities to patrol and control instead of protecting and
serving, laws that are harsh on black men and discrimination wherever
we go. Look, today we have created a mass fiction of interracial comity,
a grand illusion of imminent integration, perhaps because as a culture
we have lost our ability to distinguish between symbolism and reality, or
perhaps because we don’t want to face the unpleasant truths about our
beloved but divided America or perhaps because we do indeed know the
truth but for any number of reasons simply want to deny it.

Race in America
by Arthur Grady
I believe the prediction by Tocqueville about whites and blacks living
equally together in the United States has not happened yet. There has been
some effort to correct the problems between the races since Tocqueville’s
prediction, but racism still seems to exist today, and a solution to it is
needed immediately and can no longer wait. The senseless killings of
young black youth and other unarmed African Americans by white police
officers can no longer be tolerated. The recent events that have taken place
in Ferguson, Missouri, have caused the people in America to unite to seek
justice for the shooting death of unarmed teen, Michael Brown. The police
officer that shot and killed the teen was not indicted on criminal charges
after the altercation, and that has caused protesters to stand together and
ask for justice, and others to become violent, destroy property, and loot.
Now, Frantz Fanon wrote The Wretched of the Earth in 1963, and it dealt
with the violence associated with decolonization. Decolonization basically
means replacing one “species” of mankind with another.1 Fanon talks
about the resistance of the species that is being challenged by the other
and the importance of change, because people desire and demand it. Fanon
discussed the colonized versus the colonists, which were two opposing
forces due to the fact that the colonist exploited the colonized. It all boils
down to the colonial situation and the need to challenge it. A fight for
equality and justice is a necessary fight.
Which brings us to the current situation in Ferguson, Missouri. The
killing of an unarmed black teen by a white officer there, as well as the
killing of an unarmed black man by a white officer in New York, where no
criminal charges to the officers by the grand jury were handed, has sparked
outrage all around the nation. There have been nonviolent protests and
violent protests by the citizens in states around the nation. A lot of damage
to businesses, vehicles, and people has been a result of the decisions of
the grand juries in Missouri and New York. Protesting has been going
18
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nonstop with many arrests being made. In Missouri, the National Guard
was deployed to protect the police.
Furthermore, many citizens of all nationalities don’t believe that
Michael Brown’s family received justice from the grand jury and have
formed sit-ins in some cities, blocked roads and freeways, while others
looted and set fire to buildings and vehicles. The violence by some of the
hostile protesters has caught the attention of the President. The President
sees that a solution to racism needs to be implemented immediately in
the police force, so these types of incidents don’t continue the way they
have for all these years.
If the problem isn’t addressed and resolved immediately, then you can
count on the colonized to try to overthrow the colonist — the citizens
against the police — which will only lead to a lot of bloodshed. The minority citizens are tired of being walked all over and not receiving equal
justice and protection from the police force. If the shoe was on the other
foot, the grand jury may have indicted a black officer for killing an unarmed
white teen. The grand jury was only supposed to determine if there was
probable cause to indict, and a jury would decide guilt or innocence. There
were multiple witnesses that stated Michael Brown had his hands up at
the time he was fatally shot and killed. The teen was unarmed, but was
shot multiple times and witnesses stated that he was shot while running
away from the officer. The officer used excessive force and probable cause
did exist. The average citizen has been indicted on much less and may
even be convicted by a jury.
In conclusion, the justice system is broken and has been biased against
minorities since the passing of the laws. It has always been designed to
confine people of color, guilty or innocent, to inhumane living conditions
and treatment. Minorities are afraid of the police because they like to
harass and threaten people of color a lot. Most people don’t trust the police
because they will always talk down to you and show very little respect.
Also, minorities seem to receive longer prison sentences for crimes that
are identical to the ones a white person has committed. Everyone makes
bad decisions and mistakes, but it seems like only the minorities pay
dearly for them, while police officers get off scot free. A revolution may
be coming, unless racism is resolved immediately, which is a lot to ask for.
Dramatic changes must be made and enforced, otherwise a race war may
erupt in the streets all over the United States of America.

1. Fanon, “On violence” in The Wretched of the Earth, p.1.

Race in America
by Doiakah Gray
In 1835, Alexis de Tocqueville wrote Democracy in America. In the chapter “Of the Three Races,” one of the most critical lines is: “White and black
races will never live in any country upon an equal footing.”1
Tocqueville’s point of view saw slavery as an economic engine and
found it improbable that whites would relinquish their imperial control
of blacks. What’s interesting about Tocqueville’s empirical study is that
he did not only limit his statement to America. He went further, by highlighting the belief that “whites and blacks” will never live “in any country
upon an equal footing.”
This racial inequality can be found as far back as the colonizing of
Africa. Which carried into apartheid in South Africa.
Historically, there is no question that the white race has brutalized
the black race. This brutality has taken many forms, from slavery and
disenfranchisement to the current day mass incarceration of African
American men, and this is in the face of a low graduation rate.
However, Tocqueville’s prediction reaches a mixed answer that must be
viewed through the prism of progress. On the one hand, there is still not
total equality amongst whites and blacks. Yet inequity of race in today’s
America is not as overt as it was in 1835 or under Jim Crow of the 1950s
and 1960s. Racism in the United States is now geared toward institutional
and systemic racism.
This institutional racism can be found in the criminal justice system,
which arrests and convicts blacks at a higher rate than any other race.
“Blacks have made up the majority of the increase in the prison population. Between 1990 (the last year in which white prisoners outnumbered
blacks) and 2002, the number of blacks behind bars jumped from 360,000
to 622,700, an increase of 73%.”2 In addition, “black males have the highest
incarceration rate [...].”3
Not only is institutional racism earmarked in the justice system and
20
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many facets of the United States, but most notably, racism can be found
in the halls of education. “Private schools remain almost entirely white
enclaves. Nearly half of all private schools had minority enrollment of
under 9 percent.”4
Despite all of the racial issues between blacks and whites in America,
there is an underlying theme of human progress.
In this theme of progress, blacks have grown into an independent race
that is building itself into an economic, political, and business force. While
the black community has not found themselves on “equal footing,” this
gap is closing with the help of the white community.
With the annihilation of racism, the stage becomes set to find solutions
for real social conditions that affect both black and white as well as other
races in today’s multi-ethnic United States.

1. p. 380
2. New York Times Almanac (2005), p.306.
3. Ibid., p.306.
4. Ibid., p.354.

Race and Class in America
by Rafael Hernandez
Where do I start writing about how our so-called country of America
seems not to be what it really stands for? Let’s go back to our start: the year
was 1776, where our first immigrants came together and adopted what is
one of the most powerful words ever written. On this grand occasion, the
Declaration of Independence was adopted and one of the first paragraphs
states: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable
rights, that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”
Now try to see what our “fore-fathers” tried to accomplish by writing
such strong words. Who was this really meant for? Because I believe we
as Americans are still wondering when we’ll be treated all equally. Many
common sense issues we deal with here in America usually come down
to race. Or what about our criminal justice system? Or you can bring up
the class inequality society tends to put America in. All these run in a
circle that just keeps repeating itself. Don’t get me wrong, there have been
attempts to change our outlooks on these issues with the Civil Rights
Movement or the stopping of deportation of immigrants. I’m just going
to try to break down the issues I’m talking about and see if anything can
be done.
If you look at our prison system and see what majority of race is locked
up today in our era, it will overwhelmingly be the blacks and the Latino
race. Why is that? More and more the minorities are being overrepresented
among our prison population. Is that due to our economy that tends to
throw more money into the prison system instead of trying to build more
schools or have programs that help our youth, so this revolving door can be
stopped? I feel like we’re back to the days of being slaves and our so-called
rights are thrown out the door. Do you believe a man from the upper white
collar environment will spend the same amount of time in prison as a
black or brown man doing the same type of crime? I feel it comes down
22
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to money. If you have it plenty, you can pretty much buy yourself out of
certain dilemmas. But let a man grow up in a low-class situation and the
outcome 9 times out of 10 will be the full max of punishment.
When will this injustice stop? Why are they putting more punishment
in our laws which in turn affects our black and brown population? And
where does rehabilitation come into effect? It’s just making our race fall
deeper into a hole. Lots talk about our immigration issue: wasn’t this
country founded by immigrants when they landed here? But you want
to lock up people who are not part of this country. Where did our “people
created equal” go? I can understand our government or some type of higher
authority is trying to come to understand and fix these issues. But I feel
if they don’t have control then they’d rather not deal with the problem.
Which brings me to my next issue of what or why were we put into
different classes for living? For as long as I can read books or learn from
our past, the rich class tends to rule all or in some way has their fingers
in everything that makes America tend to rotate. But what about the
voices in the other neighborhoods that don’t have that dollar to keep them
afloat, or struggle to live to the next day? How is it in other countries you
have universal health care, but here in America where it’s supposed to be
the greatest country on earth, we seem to lose hundreds of thousands of
people because they can’t afford the best hospitals or there’s no help in
sight? I heard from someone in a class I took and he stated that a black
or brown man/child born in our lower class neighborhoods has a greater
chance to land in prison or be killed on the streets than actually becoming
a useful citizen in the great US of A. When are we going to come to an
understanding where this system is not working and we need to not
place our races in different classes, or feel like we can’t be treated equally
for who we are?
What happens when someone or a group won’t be heard with their
voice? They turn to something that America tends to see as ugly or
hooligan. People take on that form of violence being fed up with our
government and the treatment they’ve been giving to our families or our
communities. Just see how our technology seems to be that spark to open
people’s eyes or even give a video voice of how our people are being treated.
We’re supposed to listen to our so-called government on what to do and
what not to do. But they are no better than the king of England was back
in the 1700s where he treated America like shit. If you were with royalty
or had that money then you had a seat at the table, but if you weren’t,
then you had to submit to the king. We have to change many issues in this
country. I’m not saying to do all at once, but we have to get back what was
promised to us in those words of all be equal.

24
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America tends at times to awaken to see everyone as a whole, but we
fall back into our normal routine. When will everyone see eye to eye, or
do our homes or our country have to come to ashes to really speak our
voice across?

Race in America
by Craig B. Harvey
In 1835, following his visit to America, in a book titled Democracy in
America, Frenchman Alexis de Tocqueville wrote: “I do not imagine that
the black and white races will ever live in any country upon equal footing.”1
In light of recent events — the no bill return of a white Missouri police
officer shooting unarmed black teen Michael Brown, the no bill return
of a white New York officer choking to death a black unarmed man Eric
Garner, and the shooting death of black twelve-year-old boy with a toy
gun in Ohio — Tocqueville’s prediction is confirmed nearly 200 years
later. His prophetic revelation reflects that the abolition of slavery and
the concessions made as a result of the civil rights movement are nothing
more than masquerades of contemporary white supremacy.
In response to the Missouri grand jury decision several peaceful protests became violent, prompting many middle class, wealthy, privileged
black intellectuals to speak out. Ironically, the most verbose individuals
who spoke against the sign language of the voiceless were black and
“ascend” from those same communities of voiceless black faces. They
neglect to speak about the underlying issue of deplorable living conditions,
showing support of a system that at its essence was designed to oppress all
poor people and enslave all blacks. Stokely Carmichael wrote in “Toward
Black Liberation”: “Racist assumptions of white superiority have been so
deeply ingrained in the structure of the society that it infuses its entire
functioning, and is so much a part of the national subconsciousness that
it is taken for granted and is frequently not even recognized.”2
There are people who may not recognize institutionalized racism.
However, there are those of the black elite who simply ignore it, desensitized by their wealth, as evident in the antagonistic comments made
by NBA analyst Charles Barkley. While being interviewed by CNN’s
Brooke Baldwin, Barkley stated: “As blacks we have a lot of crooks.” That
statement, lost in translation, implies that blacks are criminal by nature,
25
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excusing racial profiling and police brutality. I commend Mr Barkley for
his courage expressing his subjective opinion. As a black man I was disappointed by his comments but not offended because I understand he is not
very articulate and often speaks extemporaneously. My disappointment is
fused by his ignorance to how the media plays on his lack of intelligence
in the deceptive practice of divide and conquer. Because of Barkley’s
popularity in the black community and the sports world, the media used
him to demonize other blacks who oppose his opinion. He even called the
looters ‘scumbags.’ This tactic of using the media to divide and conquer
was employed by the federal government during the civil rights era with
Dr. King and Malcolm X.
There has been little sympathy shown for the loss of life and none for
the voiceless rioters and looters, whose actions are a derivative of their
violent experience in this land. Some media outlets were more sympathetic to business owners hit by looters than they were towards the families
of the deceased unarmed black males. This reflects the importance of
commerce and trade translated in the Declaration of Independence, as
opposed to the importance of black lives, who were once considered three
fifths of men as written into the U.S. Constitution.
One might question the cause of such violent protest and why I believe
it is a reciprocated experience. In the “Letter from Birmingham Jail,”
Dr. King pleaded: “The negro has many pent up resentments and latent
frustrations and he must release them.”3 “If his repressed emotions are
not released in nonviolent ways, they will seek them through violence.”4
What do blacks resent that causes frustration? Frantz Fanon writes in
The Wretched of the Earth: “We have seen how the government agent uses
a language of pure violence — he displays and demonstrates them (oppression and domination) with a clear conscience of the law enforcer
and brings violence into the home and minds of the colonized subject.”5
Therefore, I ask, how can the oppressed communicate with the oppressor
in a language of peace and love when the oppressor’s chief language, in
communicating with the oppressed, is violence? In an effort to persuade
residents of the 18th-century American colonies to revolt against Britain,
Thomas Paine authored a pamphlet called “Common Sense” and stated:
“Bring the doctrine of reconciliation to the touchstone of nature, and then
tell me whether you can hereafter love, honor, and faithfully serve the
power that hath carried fire and sword into your land?”6 How can citizens
of this nation comprehend the American Revolution and not empathize
with the plight of blacks and all other poor minority residents?
With peace as a courageous choice for solutions, I’m no advocate of
violence. I agree with Gandhi’s “The Doctrine of the Sword”: “I do believe
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that, where there is only a choice between cowardice and violence, I would
advise violence.”7 Most often violence is an emotional thoughtless reaction
to anger. When one lacks the ability to control those emotions, the greatest
display of power is the ability to control how one reacts to those emotions.
The culture of racism in America was splinted into several sub-cultures
of discrimination that have endured many civil rights struggles, which
happen to be rooted in racism. The struggle for women’s rights even
developed into a racial attack to annihilate blacks by way of birth control,
abortions, and sterilizations. In “Birth Control, Racism, and Reproductive
Rights” Angela Davis wrote: “Birth control — safe contraceptive methods,
as well as abortions — is a fundamental prerequisite for the emancipation
of women.” But she contends that “arguments advanced by birth control
advocates have sometimes been based on blatantly racist premises.”8
Margaret Sanger, founder of the American Birth Control League, and
Eugenic Society member, offered her public approval to sterilize “morons,
mental defectives, epileptics, illiterates, paupers, unemployables”: all
code words to describe blacks. Davis wrote, quoting Guy Irving Birch,
director of the American Eugenic Society, “Birch advocated birth control
as a weapon to ‘prevent the American people from being replaced by alien
or Negro stock.’”9 Following rumours of their Nazi connections, in 1942
the ABCL changed their name to Planned Parenthood believing it to be
less obviously a threat to control the population. As a reminder of the
systemic racism rooted in birth control in America, Planned Parenthood
offices are located in black and poor minority communities.
Black men are being legally murdered and incarcerated in mass numbers. Black women and black babies are dying in the womb. Black women
are #1 in newest cases of HIV and AIDS.
When analysing the African Diaspora throughout the world and the
effects of colonization by Europeans, the entire African continent has
suffered at the hands of the French, English, Dutch, and Portuguese, while
the Spanish dominated Central and South America. Blacks in America have
made tremendous progress but success in equality is far away. Capitalism
created different sub-cultures and classes predicated upon racism deeply
rooted in America’s prosperity. Blacks and whites in America have not
found equality because, as Frederick Douglass wrote in “What to the Slave
is the Fourth of July?”, “America is false to the past, false to the present,
and solemnly binds herself to be false to the future.” Think!
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Crime Pay$ Both Ways
by James Piggues
You would think that with the prevalent bloodshed and overall crime
rate across Chicago and other cities and towns with ghettoes, that the
people of the U.S. would have enough sense to know that the so-called
war on crime is a hoax. A lot of people of the U.S. have been bamboozled,
or maybe they just don’t care. Or maybe since I’m a pawn on this nefarious
chessboard, it’s easy for me to identify the pieces and the way they move.
People, I propose to you today that the government uses crime as a
mechanism for currency and political gain. This makes the social idea
that stresses egalitarianism and especially material prosperity a goal that
can only be reached in the abysmal sleep.
Poverty is the root of crime. And this state has been coalesced with
black folk since the first African touched American soil. After the emancipation we were lost. And our emasculation from education was the
dog that aided the government’s herding of our people into ghettoes like
cattle. There, most of us could not find jobs so that we could support our
families, due to racism or lack of knowledge, so we turned the axe on our
neighbors. And today wherever poverty exists, the axe is still turning,
an axe that symbolizes the repercussions that are connected with my
methods of survival. The benefits from education are too far from my
present state. Do you know how hard it is to concentrate or hear the
teacher’s voice over my growling stomach? Who could think that the
route I take to live is crazy, when my life can be taken! On that route to
school through Chi-Raq. I already live in a war-zone. And here crime pays.
Both ways, yeah, because the government gets their cut too. They are the
architects who’ve anticipated that melancholic call from my neighbors, to
stop me and the pain caused by my pangs. And the government’s panacea
to crime is a jail cell.
Now that I’m gone, the street is my son’s father; and what do you know,
he has just moved into the cell next to mine.
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But this doesn’t stop crime, so they create stiffer laws. And this is even
shown ineffective, because the crime rate is still rising and the prison
system is congested.
So if prison is not the solution, then why isn’t the government aiming
their resources towards the root of the problem: poverty? Because there
are millions of people who depend on its existence for income, comfort,
wealth, and most importantly, power. Just think of what jobs are created
by crime:
— Judicial
— Law Enforcement and Correctional Officers
— Contracts and Stock
— DNA and Hospitals
— Guns
Common sense tells me that if the crime rate falls, then a lot of people
who profit from one of the above will be hungry, and people gotta eat.
Would they turn to crime? If so, that’s when society collapses.
The government will not let this happen; it’s either the poor or those
who profit from their plight of survival. Which side do you think will be
assisted?
With the rising of the sun comes:
— Tougher laws
— More prisons
— Stimulation of poverty
$ Crime pays both ways… $

Gender in Politics
by Carlos Priester Jr.
Gender in relation to politics. There can be no honest form of democracy without including women. Democracy is the inclusion of all people
to form a government. With the exclusion of females, inalienable rights
and a democratic society will not be a possibility and this distorts what
democracy is. Keeping women subordinate to men is itself an injustice.
Allowing them to hold only certain positions or rank in politics doesn’t
really give women the platform needed to argue for better, fair treatment
and makes it impossible for this kind of conversation. Then limiting them
to not being able to attain any personal wealth or distinction keeps them
dependent and subservient to their husbands, almost like slavery. Making
it impossible for women to maintain whatever property and wealth they
hold, and making it legal for those possessions to be taken lawfully, are
also forms of depriving them of their inalienable rights. Even in the world
as it is today there are some men and women that believe a female should
only do certain things and hold a certain position.
First, allowing women to participate in State and/or Church affairs but
then only to a certain level is not only a gender bias; it also goes against
what democracy is. This sexist way of thinking keeps females in subordinate positions and doesn’t allow for them to truly be part of government.
It therefore will keep them in a position of a person without power and
they will remain subordinate.
Having created a government that doesn’t acknowledge females as
having the right to participate as political voices has made it impossible for
them to earn their own money, property or have any form of distinction.
This makes it so a woman can’t be wealthy alone. She must give over any
wealth or property to her husband should she marry. If she isn’t married
then all of her property and money are subject to be taken legally by the
state for its benefit. Without any rights a woman is just a slave.
The taking of properties, money and whatever else of value that may
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have been had keeps a female dependent on her husband or man. In a
Democratic society all people, men and women, have rights to life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness. The denial of a woman’s inalienable rights
makes it impossible for her to live as it’s written in the Declaration.
Still today there are some that feel women are subordinates and should
play a specific role in the political arenas or any field. There are people
that don’t truly respect a female holding a position of authority. It may be
some cases where a female in the same position as a man doesn’t earn the
same pay and doesn’t get the same respect from those that work with her
or for her. Gender still plays a role in a lot of how things work these days.
Is it fair, the role that gender plays? In politics and life gender biases
have been and are still present. Maybe more so today it is the mindset of
generations past that keeps females subordinate. Women most definitely
are getting the rights guaranteed by the Declaration but fair treatment by
individuals is another question. Maybe it is that people question that if
something of a certain nature needed to be done, would a woman be able
to do it? I do believe that is the question that holds a female in a certain
spot politically.
Without the fair treatment of women as the Declaration of
Independence intended, there can never truly be a fair or Democratic
government. All men are created equal and are born with inalienable
rights. Women are automatically endowed with these rights and should
be included in all political issues.

Gender in America
by Michael Sanders
The laws that our “Founding Fathers” established were partial to men.
Women persevered through countless battles to be recognized as equals
to men. Women wanted the same opportunities that were granted to
men under democracy. Most importantly, they wanted a political voice,
to address the inequalities that women encountered.
Our country’s legislative system was based on voting. However, women
were not allowed to vote. In 1848, a little over seventy years after the
Declaration of Independence, Elizabeth Cady Stanton made a demand
for women to vote in her “Declaration of Sentiments.” This gave them
tremendous momentum to launch the women’s suffrage movement,
which ultimately led to the Nineteenth Amendment allowing women to
vote in 1920. However, Black women couldn’t vote until the 1960s, once
the Voting Rights Bill was passed.
Our laws were also oppressive toward women in regards to them having
control of their bodies. Up until 1973, it was illegal for women to have an
abortion. Most women felt like it was their decision to abort their child if
that’s what they chose to do. However, it wasn’t until the 1973 Supreme
Court decision Roe v. Wade, which allowed women to abort in the first
three months of their pregnancy.
Angela Davis gave a shocking perspective on birth control in her
chapter “Racism, Birth Control and Reproductive Rights.” “The ranks
of the abortion rights campaign did not include substantial numbers of
women of color.” Black women were treated cruelly in regards to the birth
control movement. Moreover, some believed the government was trying
to stop their reproductive power. Black women were undergoing some
unprofessional abortions that caused them to become sterile.
Lastly, women had to fight hard to get elected to Congress. Most men
wouldn’t endorse them because they didn’t want them to infiltrate the
“good old boy’s club”! Furthermore, it was imperative that women got
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elected to Congress because men wouldn’t advocate for women’s issues.
However, women started to make progress in getting elected to Congress.
Barbara Mikulski was the first female Senator from Maryland. In addition,
Nancy Pelosi made a monumental breakthrough in 2007, when she was
the first woman to be elected Speaker of the House.
The women of today have made great strides compared to their humble
beginnings, allowing them to vote. From 1994 to 2014 they went from 2%
to 20% in the Senate. Moreover, they have established a Congressional
Caucus for women. They haven’t reached the “mountain top” yet, i.e.
Commander in Chief. However, they are a few steps away. Women are
definitely moving in the right direction for obtaining “true democracy”:
equality of rights, opportunity, and treatment.

Common Sense (An Essay)
by Daniel Scott
It is common sense today that slavery has yet to be abolished. It is alive
and vibrant. The heart of this “peculiar institution” drums rhythmically
within the body of American politics, where the Black man and woman
remain unconscious of the mental and physical fetters designed to prevent
true emancipation: the 13th Amendment reveals a slavery exception
provided that the subject enslaved has been convicted of a crime. The
abominations perpetrated during the transatlantic slave trade masquerade
as the criminal justice system. Slave Raiders invade the Black community
disguised as police officers licensed to kill, capture, chain and feed Black
men into the jaws of a monstrosity called the Prison Industrial Complex.
If slavery was such a shameful moral cancer upon the American experience, why does its crowning document, “the glorious constitution,”
carve out legal authority to enslave? The answer exposes the malevolence
of the American government, whose congress not only harbored but
also fiended upon the notion that the Black man must remain enslaved
in order to prevent the rise of a line of Black messiahs — saviors — who
would precipitate Black Revolution as a means to put an end to tyranny.
The transatlantic slave trade has assumed yet another hideous, grotesque shape. An insidious creature fashioned into concrete slabs and
iron cages stacked five stories high. Prisons throughout America serve as
new world plantations where prison structures starkly resemble haunted
slave ships. Though they make up a minority on the American landscape,
warehoused in the bowels of these motionless vessels, the Black man
amounts to a supermajority of the human cargo held captive on every
deck. Bodies stacked on top of bodies, crevices so compact that it would
suffocate the humanity of the strongest of warriors.
Criminal propensity would seem to account for the overwhelming
numbers of Black prisoners behind barbwire and gun-tower. However, a
peek at statistics would reveal that it is whites who occupy the top position
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for criminal activity on America’s streets. From the corporate halls of greed
Wall Street robbers, blue and white collar crime bandits responsible for
raping unsuspecting victims of homes and family treasure. Data shows
there to be more white drug offenders than Black and yet it is the Black
man occupying more back seats of police cruisers in wrist cuffs.
Say hello to the elephant in the room. The question begs: If in fact Blacks
are no more prone to criminal activity than whites, then why do Blacks
make up an overwhelming majority of the prison population? I soundly
propose that in Cleveland, Ohio lies the answer, where a twelve-year-old
black little boy playing with a toy pistol was run over by a lead bullet rifling
from the unforgiving chamber of a white cop’s gun before the police car
came to a complete stop. A drive-up shooting is what it was. The answer
lies in New York City where an unarmed Black man was executed in broad
daylight, by white police officers who choked him to death, smashed his
head into the concrete. He lay contorted on the sidewalk motionless: no
attempted resuscitation. They wanted him to die for allegedly selling
loose cigarettes. The answer lies in Ferguson, Missouri. It is a microcosm
of the African experience here in America where the racial psychosis of
European Americans shows a toothless smile. It is a town populated by
predominantly Black people. It is a town policed by a 99.7% white police
force. It is an impoverished, underserved community where the police
project an open disdain for its residents. It is the home state of the famous
Dred Scott case, where the courts ruled that the Black man enjoyed no
rights a white man need respect — a case that remains “good law.” It is a
town where an 18-year-old unarmed college-bound Black boy was mowed
down by a white police officer, blasted six or seven times in the face,
body and top of his cranium. His dead body, twisted on the cruel asphalt
for four hours. By the time help arrived it was too late. Rigor mortis had
found its home.
This little African was not free to live here in America. He was never
emancipated from tyranny. He had no rights that the police officer who
shot him needed to respect. Michael Brown was a slave.
Every Black person in America is Michael Brown. Every Black community in America is Ferguson, Missouri. All Black people in America
are still looked upon by Americans at large as slaves.

Gender in America
by Carl “Raphael” Williams
Gender in America is ultimately about something much more important than the question of one issue surrounding women. It’s about the
many effects that cause women to be suppressed and subjected to institutionalized sexism, exploitation and oppression. Against every woman
you can find a strong patriarchal voice. And it makes clear the problem.
In this nation we are bombarded with anti-feminist backlash. Many are
being told or taught to resist a movement that they know little about.
Feminism is not anti-male. Feminism is for everybody and committed
to gender equality.
I relate gender to politics and race, class and sex. I think about how
women made a critical difference in electing President Barack Obama. If
only men had voted then Mitt Romney would have won in 2012 52% to
45%. Many women have paved the way to end sexism, racism, genderism,
exploitation and oppression of women. As it relates to gender in America,
the feminist movement is not a white women’s movement. It cultivates
across women, class, gender and race. It stands on the principles of equality
for African American women as well. Feminism is something that all
societies need. One of the most important elements of feminism is how
it is interrelated to the Civil Rights Movement. In working together, men
and women find solutions to end a culture in the United States of violence
against women, adult violence, teenage violence, racial violence, male
violence, gender violence, and to transform and recreate that culture of
patriarchal thinking that causes a division of men and women in alignment with race, class and gender.
Both people of color and whites accept the status quo. As a result people
take an individualistic approach and forget about values such as the importance of community and solidarity and ultimately humanity. The
voice of African American women and white women, women of color,
all women’s voices must be heard and feminism is serving the interest
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of society in allowing the equality of women to cut across race, class, and
gender. Women are then able to make a choice for women on their own
behalf. Men have been the decision makers for what they believe is best
for women.
There have been initiatives in state legislatures and Congress that
severely restrict women’s rights in such areas as abortion, violence,
pay-equity, reproduction, etc., which makes women feel that it’s a war
on women. It’s important for democracy that it moves women and the
nation forward in accepting that women should and can make decisions
that are relevant to their well being. We must keep pressing for the equal
protection of women and not accept anything less.
When you create an environment that treats women as second-class
citizen you create a world which is malnourished. Depriving the earth and
all of its inhabitants of the other 100% that makes men and life function
as a whole. The role of, respect for, and empowerment of women must
be a priority.
This is not about women being equal to men or an anti-male sentiment.
It’s about changing the male domination and patriarchal thinking that
suppresses the foundation of equality and justice for women: African
American women, white women, women of color, all women.
In conclusion, imagine living in a world where women have no voice,
not being able to realize their dream of freedom and justice, living the
truth that we are all created equal. Then who are your mothers, sisters
and daughters? More importantly, a question for men is: who are we as
men and human beings without them?

Race in America
by Tyrellis Wright
In 1835, Alexis de Tocqueville wrote, “I do not imagine that the white
and black races will ever live in any country upon an equal footing.”
Tocqueville’s statement has been true since 1835. In Ferguson, Missouri,
on August 9th, 2014, a white police officer shot and murdered Michael
Brown, an unarmed black young man with his hands in the air. The murder
was just another “justifiable homicide” in America. Young black men are
still being born into slavery in 2014. The mental bondage through the
upbringing of people of color causes “blacks” to believe they are inferior
to whites. Education was always a last resort from the 1800s to the present.
Society today with the education system is broken; we as blacks don’t get
a chance at a good education.
First of all, on November 24th 2014, the grand jury of St Louis County
declined to indict white police officer Darren Wilson for any charges for
the use of excessive force of murdering 18-year-old Michael Brown. This
incident set off numerous violent protests and racial unrest throughout
the nation. The grand jury convened August 20th, 2014. They did not
weigh whether Officer Darren Wilson had a justifiable reason to shoot
Michael Brown. The grand jury doesn’t have to explain their reasoning
and they won’t. The FBI defines “justifiable homicide” by law enforcement
as “killing of a felon by a law enforcement in the line of duty.” In 2011,
police killed 404 people in the line of duty; in 2012, 410; and in 2013 the
number grew to 461, the most in two decades. Most of the killings were
against blacks. Society functions on blacks being feared.
Secondly, Alexis de Tocqueville said in Democracy in America, “The
negro enters upon slavery as soon as he’s born.”1 Remember this is in
1835. Slavery in 2014 is called modern day slavery. From birth we remain
chained with a mental bondage that acts beyond our conscious mind.
We will voluntarily serve others before we serve ourselves. We will put
the interest of “others,” meaning white people, before our own; and as
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incredible as it sounds, we will believe it was the “right” thing to do because “white” is innately “better.” From birth our parents teach us how
to conduct ourselves in front of white police officers as well as white
people in general. Children more often associate positive qualities such
as financial and academic success, leadership, and intelligence with white
characters. Children associate negative qualities, such as law-breaking,
financial hardships, laziness, and goofy behavior with minority characters.
Thirdly, education has always been kept from us blacks. In 1906, Dr.
Robert Bennett Bean stated: “We are forced to conclude that it is useless
to try to elevate the negro by education or otherwise.” Ninety years later,
Professor Rushton at Ontario University stated in the December 1996 issue
of the Canadian magazine Telos that blacks are genetically programmed
to be low intelligence, high in criminality, and hypersexual. All these
stereotypes “white people” labeled us with have haunted us from achieving
our goal. It doesn’t mean give up due to our “inability” of higher education,
but move along to seek better!
In closing, the so-called “justifiable homicides,” slavery, and the poor
education system is political for power over us as black people! The rights
we have obtained so far have been given to us by “whites” as a concession.
Stokely Carmichael wrote an essay called “Toward Black Liberation.” He
says: “Our concern for black power addresses itself directly to this problem.
The necessity to reclaim our history and our identity from the cultural
terrorism and depredation of self-justifying white guilt! To do this we shall
have to struggle for the right to create our own terms to define ourselves
and our relationship to society.”2 Powerlessness breeds a race of beggars.
We need to participate with power during organized political and economic strength, with results to influence our race. If not being motivated
by the statements and stereotypes we’ve been given since the 1800s from
white people. What will motivate us to excel? Stokely Carmichael assesses
the nature of race relations in the United States today and their causes,
and he calls for black prospects to step up for racial justice.

1. P. 338.
2. P. 32.

State of Fear in the Jurisprudence System
by Steven Zirko
The jurisprudence system is dedicated to promoting a State of Fear in
the population — under the guise of promoting safety.
Thereto, revolutionary reform must occur within the jurisprudence
system in the State of Illinois. Whereas the current conditions that exist
in no way resemble any portion of the illustrious work promulgated by
the Founding Fathers, in particular, any part of Article III and The Bill
of Rights of the United States Constitution. In point of fact, the current
criminal and civil laws rendered in this state of Illinois are antithetical and
in contravention of the framers, intent of fairness and equality.
Thereof, right now in the state of Illinois there exists Prosecutorial
Immunity and Judicial Immunity. This has been in place for over forty
years, therein a prosecutor and a judge can, and do, surreptitiously try
to convict someone they suspect or know to be innocent and absolutely
nothing can be done to them upon such proof of Actual Innocence and/
or proof of foreknowledge of such exculpatory exonerative evidence, i.e.
DNA-Forensics conclusions that prove innocence.
There is zero accountability.
Prosecutors cannot be sued in civil court for malicious and wrongful
prosecution or what is called prosecutorial aggrandizement, and zero
criminal charges can ever be sought against them.
Now when a medical doctor botches it… makes a mistake (usually
unknowingly) he ruins peoples lives or kills them, and rightfully he gets
sued and criminal charges may or may not be preferred. This M.D. carries medical malpractice insurance which is remarkably expensive. Why
so expensive — because it is utilized often. Therefore, an M.D. makes a
mistake, ruins a person’s life and is held accountable. A prosecutor and
judge make a mistake, ruin a person’s life, and zero accountability exists.
How is this fair and equal?
What the readers and Northwestern students may or may not be aware
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of is that due to zero accountability wrongful convictions are handed down
daily. No way… you can’t believe that, can you! The author understands
not wanting to accept this for it is too ugly and horrific to accept as fact.
It is respectfully proffered that if all parties in the jurisprudence system
are held accountable, meaning zero immunity for anyone, then the huge
amount of wrongful arrests and convictions would diminish substantially.
The readers ought not worry for the impetus and focus protects the
innocent and not the guilty. Now why would the government have a
problem with protecting the innocent?
Here’s why.
Such protections will move to proscribe the state of fear the government promoted to control the actions and minds of the taxpayer so as
to extort huge sums of money and power to enable the cycle of building
more prisons, hiring more police, prosecutors, public defenders, judges,
guards etc.
Now Social Control is best managed through fear.
This state of fear is promulgated by and through a history of disastrously intrusive, yet successful, manipulation of the populace to maintain and
promote ignorance through fear as a current near-hysterical preoccupation
with safety.
To eliminate this state of fear that exists in the jurisprudence system we
desperately need a non-partisan blinded mechanism to conduct research
to determine appropriate policy, and make such corrections binding law.
However, funding of such reforms is never open-minded, as researchers
know that continued monies are dependent on delivering the results the
funders desire. As a result, studies of the current and future status of this
broken ugly jurisprudence system are biased and suspect, and no faction
ought to be given a free pass.
Such are the evil truths and machinations in place right now. Therefore,
revolutionary reform is necessary.
Wherefore, this dream of rebellion coalesces into a howl of hope that
permeates with ideals set forth by the framers, thereof equality and accountability for all.
It is only common sense to level this chasm.

Theory and Event

Race Relations in America: Then and Now
by Antoine E. Ridley
America, for all of her beauty, how can she be so ugly? I believe it all
starts with the foundation on which she was built, the Preamble of the
U.S. Constitution: “We the people of the United States, in order to form a
more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide
for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the
blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish
this constitution for the United States of America.”
This preamble and ultimately the Constitution itself were written by
and for all whites. People of color were not encompassed in the phrase
“We the people.” Blacks had no rights which whites were to respect, were
not viewed as people!
So, I ask, in 150 years since the Emancipation Proclamation, what has
really changed in America today? As I tie the history and present of race
relations in this country together, I will draw upon a few of the ideas of
Christopher Lebron and his theories of fear, distrust and frontlash in the
black community, as well as Booker T. Washington and W.E.B Du Bois’
ideas for the progression of the Black race.
Today, it doesn’t appear that much has changed in America! Week after
week we see many different occurrences of racially motivated crimes and
discrimination against people of color. The everyday citizen, police officers,
and especially, the entire criminal justice system. It seems as if a race war
has been waged against the Black and Brown citizens of this country.
If we take a closer look at the police brutality, beating, and shootings
etc. etc. in the past 12-18 months there have been more than 300 cases
of this type of misconduct involving the police and people of color. The
relationship between the police and blacks is a perplexity! These are the
very same men and women who swore an oath “to protect and to serve.”
You have to wonder, are people of color encompassed in that oath? Blacks
are in a constant state of distrust and fear when encountering an officer in
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any capacity. We are perceived as threats and suspicious walking down the
streets of our very own neighborhoods. As Lebron referenced in his essay
“The Agony of Racial Democracy” on black distrust and fear, “Blacks can
get caught up in racial power simply by getting in their cars and driving
around, subjecting themselves to the willful ill will of the white police
officers, who, at the end of the day, act on behalf of a larger democratic
society, a society marked by systemic racial inequality and a history of
black abuse.” Blacks get caught up in this way on account of the image
that has persisted of them, of being suspicious and threatening. We are
targeted at an alarming rate! Age and gender doesn’t matter, from Trayvon
Martin, Tamir Rice, and the teenage girl in Texas. The jailing and killings
of blacks have become more normalized than ever before.
The criminal justice system and legislature are constantly enacting and
enhancing laws to keep us in jail. These disproportionate laws are being
created to warehouse blacks and other people of color in the penal system.
The prison it seems is a way for population control, the containing and
exterminating of black and brown lives. You get more time for committing
a crime with a gun than for the actual crime itself. The sentencing disparity
between people of color and white people means significantly less time
for a white when the exact same crime was perpetrated.
Whites have the power to discriminate as individuals. But the real
harm comes from their ability to do so institutionally and systematically.
Executives, judges, lawyers, policemen, politicians etc… Corporate America
hires whites at a 20 to 1 rate over that of people of color. Even with a 4-year
college education and equal or greater qualifications, a person of color is
overlooked for a white person. Executives and employers discriminate
everyday in the workforce to help the white worker get and keep the best
jobs. Therefore, the black worker is constantly stressed and discouraged
and doesn’t perform to the best of their ability, in turn quitting or getting
fired. Both responses put the black worker at a disadvantage and play into
the racial stereotypes, which means more jobs and benefits for whites.
Some would argue that “we live in a post-racial America, we have our
very first Black President.” In that regard we’ve come a long way! On the
other hand, today discrimination and racism comes in many different
disguises, it is not unabashed and unapologetic anymore. Although the
President is “Black,” what progress can he really make if the House and
Senate is majority (R) with very old and conservative views voting against
every policy President Obama puts on the table. Thus making his constituents, especially those of color, feel as if he’s not doing anything for
their concerns. This is what Christopher Lebron refers to as a frontlash:
“The process by which losers in a conflict become the architects of a new
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program, manipulating the issue space and altering the dimension of the
conflict in an effort to regain their command of the agenda.” This is done
continuously in an effort to control the Presidency in response to losing
both elections to a man of color.
As I stated previously, “Racism today is disguised, abashed, and apologetic.” Whites will make a scapegoat for discriminatory and racist acts
against people of color. The KKK and other white supremacist groups have
exchanged their hooded gowns and swastika tattoos for suits, uniforms,
and badges.
So, where are our Black leaders today? Where are the Douglasses, Booker
T. Washingtons, Du Bois’, Garveys and M.L Kings of today? How can black
lives be disposed of so easily? Where are we headed, what are we trying
to achieve? The plight of Black America is in dire straits! Have the race
relations in America not gotten better because of the economic inequality
between blacks and whites? The disparity of household incomes between
the races is $100,000 to $9000 for blacks. The dropout rate is higher than
40% in most inner cities! Where are the great idealists and thinkers to
help move our race forward?
One of our greatest visionaries, Booker T. Washington, was highly
criticized by another black visionary, W.E.B. Du Bois, for his ideas and
views on how to progress. Washington gave a speech in Atlanta in 1895
which is referred to as the “Atlanta Compromise Speech.” In his speech
Washington gave ideas that he thought would do well to move the race
forward and sustain us in the future. His idea was to forgo our fight for civil
and political rights, higher education, and social equality in exchange for
economic empowerment, industrial skills and property. Some criticized
Washington’s agenda including Du Bois, who wrote in his book The Souls
of Black Folk that Washington’s agenda would do more harm than good
for the race. The path to self-respect is through political and civil rights,
higher education, the right to suffrage, and equality.
How do the ideas of these two leaders relate to the problems of race and
discrimination today? How does it move the race forward and better the
relations? Well, we’ve marched and protested, and had sit-ins for the right
to vote, higher education, and integration, but what has that gotten us?
We still have no equality! These are the rights Du Bois said we should seek
in order to move the race forward. However, we are still abused, beaten,
and killed everyday in the streets, judicial system, corporate world, and
voting polls.
On the other hand, Washington saw this country for what it was and
is, a capitalist country. In a capitalist country money is power, it is the
only thing to be respected! So, what is going on in America today can be
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attributed to the economic inequality between the races. I’m not suggesting that economics would bring equality, I’m suggesting that Washington’s
“Compromise Speech” may not have been a compromise after all. His
vision for a black bourgeoisie that would have given the black community
strong leadership and independent power would also have given us elitism
and with that comes respect in a capitalist country.
So, until we the people realize that this document which laid the foundation for the “first democratic nation” was for white people, by white
people, and in many ways stop letting the decisions and understandings
of the “founding Fathers” shape our lives today, we will never have equality
in America. Race relations will only worsen. I call on all people of color,
black, brown, red and white, to come together for the common good of
humanity and let’s build a new America.

True Lies
by Antoine Boyce
What I will attempt to explain in the next few paragraphs is how the
promotion of fear has been used to create and establish acceptable inequality along the lines of education, politics, murder and incarceration
for the black man and woman. Christopher Lebron stated in “The Agony of
Racial Democracy” that there is a democratic death. Enforced by systemic
racial inequality, there are corporeal violations against blacks and the idea
that blacks are dangerous. I intend to expose this known lie and paint
vividly a picture why I believe racism, and a fear to acknowledge that it
is the defining factor in American politics, are the true reasons why the
condition of blacks today is so troubling.
The refusal and political silence by politicians, as referred to by Lebron,
on the issues of slavery and racism, because it is a tough to swallow topic,
is unacceptable. Saying it’s not that bad, equating that to a false theory
that racism does not exist, is the problem. Mr. Lebron speaks of a frontlash
purposefully established to combat the overall advancement of blacks
in America. A frontlash was designed to neutralize a backlash. The first
example of a frontlash began in the origin of slavery. Slavery took away
our heritage, language, culture and family structure: a foundation that’s
needed to sustain a productive existence. The occurrence of this essentially stopped the development, willingness and opportunity of blacks to
educate themselves. There’s no coincidence that even in this modern day
era African Americans’ education is the lowest among all racial groups.
The cause of this is what we need to look at and not the effect. The funding
for African American schools is non-existent, the curriculum is outdated,
the teachers who teach black students lack multiculturalism through
curricular and cultural change. Black students don’t see themselves in
the so-called history books so they tend to lose interest.
Furthermore, now you have a kid who is uneducated, has no solid
family structure and is subjected to a violent environment of the streets
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with no guidance. What’s left for this kid is a life of crime most likely. This
is how the deceptive seed of fear of the black man will begin to be planted
in society, accomplishing the next step of frontlash. The fear of blacks
that the media has deliberately spread to society makes the murder of
my race seem acceptable. There has been no real outcry or demand from
the so-called teachers to end the complete destruction of black youth in
this country.
From the genocide which we are committing on ourselves, to the
murders which cops are being continually allowed to do with impunity.
A prison system that’s morally and legally unfair to blacks and we are
mysteriously encompassed by it. No one questions the disparity in those
occurrences because the fear that has developed of African Americans
creates a mindset that we are receiving exactly what we deserve. The
refusal and political silence by politicians as referred to by Lebron on these
issues is clearly foreshadowed by the Dred Scott decision. A white judge
concluded that a black man has no rights that a white man has to honor.
Why is this? Lebron talks about a resentment and fear from whites of
blacks’ achievements over time. This fear murdered most of our positive
leaders throughout our history and it is murdering us now. Eric Garner,
Tamir Rice, Walter Scott, Freddie Gray and many others. In addition this
is why African Americans feel that they are being targeted as soon as they
step outside their door. We see what’s happening to us and with all the
marching and rallying the issue still does not get addressed genuinely. So
most of us have come to grasp that this is our existing reality and we’re
just trying to survive. No one hears our cry, this is why from the outside
looking in on the surface of most blacks you might see a ‘fuck the world’
mentality.
In conclusion, I agree with the thoughts of W.E.B. Du Bois in his methods for improving the condition of a once enslaved people. There has to be
a candid and honest criticism as to slavery and the race problem we have
here in America along with righting the wrong that was done to us. The
burden of African Americans belongs to the nation and none of our hands
are clean. The prosperity of African Americans needs to be encouraged
by all, especially whites. Equality has to be our first objective, along with
the words which are the cornerstone of this country: Life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness has to be the common interest.

The Budget of Illinois
by William Buck
Well it was once said that you can tell the priorities of people by what
they spend their money on. It is Budget time again in Illinois and the usual
culprits are attempting to get their agendas funded. These questions need
to be answered: 1. Who are the culprits and what are their agendas? 2. What
effects does this have on the entire state? 3. What needs to be changed if
anything can be changed?
In a state such as Illinois with its diversity in classes and races, it is a
constant clash for what is spent and how and by whom. Right now the
current battle is between a wealthy Governor and multiple special interest
groups, mainly the union groups. The irony is that you would think that
the wealthy Governor would be solely about more money and the unions
would be about the common people’s good, but the roles have perverted
themselves in Illinois.
The economics involved are huge. The Governor is a staunch capitalist,
yet in this particular situation, he sees the union, which has grown into
a mammoth entity and is the most expansive special interest group in
Illinois, has eclipsed what the concept of a union is supposed to be about.
So the Governor is asking to change the way business is done. The unions,
in particular the A.F.S.C.M.E., have rejected any changes. They want to
continue to be paid more to do less work.
The effects of the position of both of these two has left the state without
a budget signed. Illinois is billions in debt. The Governor doesn’t want to
raise taxes, and the unions want tax increases to pay for their pensions.
So the everyday people of the state are suffering because all state funded
operations are not funded (except state union workers). That means essentially that the problems of the less fortunate of the state are compounded
due to the lack of funding for their everyday services.
Now the final question is what needs to be changed, if anything.
This is a unique question to be answered. The black people are the most
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affected because of their economic state and their race. In “Revolutionary
Nationalism and the Afro-American,” Harold Cruse explained how the
ongoing racial contention may well turn into more and more deadly
confrontation. Since the Governor and the mostly white unions both are
white persons therefore their agenda (outside of money) is to maintain
the white power status quo. Although one is trying to conquer the other,
neither has or will put an agenda forward for the minority communities.
Blacks already know this. So people like Mr. Louis Farrakhan state that
Blacks need to be self-sufficient. That is the only way they can defend
themselves. The problem is to identify what needs to be the first thing
to change. To obtain economic strength Blacks need to produce things,
but in Illinois Blacks’ ability to get capital to begin to produce things is
cut off generally by the white power structures. The banks, the judicial
system, and educational system are all controlled by whites. The unions
and the Governor may be fighting over different agendas, but neither
will ultimately change the everyday lives of ordinary people, especially
black people!

Public Enemy #1
by Jeff Campbell
In this essay I will show that the shooting death of Tamir Rice, and the
legal process in which to hold Tamir’s killer (Officer Timothy Loehmann)
accountable, show that blacks are automatically viewed as dangerous and
that blacks don’t have any trust in American institutions. I will also show
that blacks are number one on white America’s Public Enemy List, as well
as number one on our own Public Enemy List.
On November 22, 2014 Officers, Timothy Loehmann and Frank Garmback were responding to a call about a black man with a gun. Upon arriving
at Cudell Recreation Center (an area park) Officer Loehmann jumped out
of the squad car before his partner (Officer Garmback) could come to
a complete stop and immediately shot the suspect. After assessing the
situation, it was discovered that it wasn’t a black man with a gun but a
black 12-year-old child (Tamir Rice) with a pellet gun! Officer Loehmann
claims that he gave Tamir several warnings to drop the gun from inside
his squad car, but several witnesses at the scene failed to corroborate that
claim. The tape of the incident clearly shows that Officer Garmback was
still in the process of stopping the car after Officer Loehmann jumped
out and shot Tamir. It was later confirmed that the initial caller told the
dispatcher that he saw a black man with a gun, but it could be a child with
a fake gun. It should be duly noted that Officer Loehmann was fired from
another police department for police misconduct prior to being hired by
the Cleveland Police Department.
When Prosecutor Timothy J. McGinty decided not to seek an indictment, the community and civil rights activists used a state law (Section
2935.09 of the Ohio Code, which allows a “private citizen having knowledge of the facts who seeks to cause arrest or prosecution” to “file an
affidavit charging the offense committed with a reviewing official for
the purpose of review to determine if a complaint should be filed by the
prosecuting attorney”) to petition a judge to see if there was probable
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cause to indict. The judge found that there was probable cause to indict
Officer Loehmann with murder, reckless homicide, negligent homicide
and dereliction of duty, and Officer Garmback with negligent homicide
and dereliction of duty. Prosecutor McGinty received the Judge’s report
on June 3, 2015, and stated that, once the investigation is complete, he
will present evidence to the grand jury. It is clear that we still have to fight
for our rights and we would be sadly mistaken if we thought otherwise.
In “The Agony of Racial Democracy,” Christopher Lebron showed that
the shooting death of Trayvon Martin proved that blacks are viewed as dangerous and that blacks don’t have any trust in American institutions. The
murder of Tamir Rice clearly illuminates Lebron’s claims that blacks are
automatically viewed as dangerous and don’t have any trust in institutions.
However, this event also shows that Lebron’s understanding of why blacks
are viewed as dangerous and why blacks don’t have any trust in American
institutions is incomplete. We have to look at the subconscious of white
America to get a better understanding of why most of them view blacks
as dangerous. Why did Officer Loehmann immediately shoot Tamir upon
exiting his car without properly assessing the situation? We also have to
examine the word “Black,” by which we are identified. By definition Black
is described as wicked or evil. So by our very existence we are perceived
as wicked or evil due to the fact that this thought has been planted into
the mind of white Americans, so they subconsciously associate Blacks
(us) with anything evil or wicked. Just look at the definitions behind such
words as Blackmarket, Blacklist, Blackmail etc. They all embody evil or
wickedness.
This ideology of White America in which they associate being black
with evil or wickedness is irrational. And this is so because: 1) Blacks have
endured the worst possible treatment of any race of people and still we
are the most loving, caring, and forgiving people on this planet. 2) That
ideology keeps whites and blacks from working together to move forward
as one for the betterment of the Nation.
Next and more importantly, we have to examine what’s going on in
our community, and I have to ask this question: Why are we segregated
in our own community? You have blacks that will not go into a particular
area in their own neighborhood (often times just a few blocks over) from
fear of being shot by another black male! And if they do decide to go to a
particular area they carry a gun for protection, just in case they encounter
another black male. So the question has to be asked: why are we killing
each other at alarming rates?
The truth is that we view ourselves as dangerous just like White
America does, and this is one of the end results of “Frontlash.” In “The
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Agony of Racial Democracy,” Christopher Lebron describes Frontlash as
the process by which losers in a conflict become the architects of a new
program, manipulating the issue space and altering the dimension of the
conflict in an effort to regain control of the agenda. The United States
Government enactment of Frontlash against the black community was
motivated by the civil rights victories blacks accomplished in the early
1960s.
Thus, they shipped industrial jobs in our community overseas, fed
us Government Assistance (welfare), and placed guns, drugs, and liquor
stores in our community. And the end result was drug dealers, drug addicts, gangs, violence, and high incarceration rates. Then once we are
incarcerated we fall victim to the 13th Amendment of the United States
Constitution (Amendment XIII (1865): Neither slavery nor involuntary
servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have
been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any place
subject to their jurisdiction.) Thus making us slaves again, taking away
our right to vote, and segregating us from the citizens (whites) with full
rights. This enactment of Frontlash clearly served the interests of whites
in America, because by legitimizing institutional suppression of blacks,
whites could maintain the racial status quo, keeping whites at the top
and blacks at the bottom.
It is my position that slavery, the 13th Amendment, segregation, and
the New Jim Crow (by Michelle Alexander) show that Blacks are Public
Enemy Number One on the U.S. Government’s List. Blacks are also Number
One on Blacks’ Public Enemy List, with all of the black on black crime,
whether it be killing each other, or selling drugs to each other. It’s going
to take a lot to fix this situation.
In “Of Mr. Booker T. Washington and Others,” W.E.B. Du Bois stated
that there are three possible attitudes that imprisoned groups can take
in the face of oppression: 1) Revolt, 2) Submission and 3) Self-Respect. As
Black people, we need to take on the attitude of self-respect. But this path
of self-respect according to Du Bois (achieving civil rights and education)
needs to be reframed due to the genocide that is being committed within
the black community today. Though achieving civil rights and education
was and still is key to obtaining self-respect, the present state of the black
community means we need to stop killing each other. We have to respect
ourselves enough to know that a trick (Frontlash) has been played on
us, and that we are doing their job for them by committing genocide on
ourselves! By doing this we are demanding respect as a people, because
if you want anyone to respect you, you have to respect yourself!
Next we need to show even more solidarity by keeping our dollars
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within our community like the Jews. This gives us financial and political
power to make demands to the lawmakers. Then we push for strict laws
to police the police. For example, for officers to simply say that “I was in
fear of my life,” won’t work anymore. There will have to be proof beyond a
reasonable doubt for an officer to use deadly force. And when officers step
outside of these guidelines they are punished to the full extent of the law.
And by setting such a rule in place, officers will know that they can’t treat
blacks any way they want just because they are the police. They will be
charged, tried, convicted, and sent to prison, and they will finally realize
that black lives do matter.
So I urge everyone in the black community to stop killing each other,
and come together financially and politically so we can live the American
Dream.

Mass Murder in South Carolina
by Robert Ornelas
When I first heard about this atrocity I was numb and lost for words.
Being in the belly of the beast. Reading cases of some of the most horrific
crimes in Illinois, as well as innocent humans convicted of crimes against
humanity, knowing the state prosecutor, public defender, homicide detectives and judges knew people were framed for these sickening homicides.
In Hannah Arendt’s writing Eichmann in Jerusalem, Eichmann was part
of the WWII annihilation of the Jewish people, he oversaw the extinction
of those humans and the phrase “the banality of evil” was coined. Banality
being plain or ordinary.
I remember reading the books “Ideas Have Consequences” and “7
Men Who Rule the World from the Grave.” The problem with America
embracing “pluralism” and “relativism.” Nothing is wrong, nothing is
right. The youth are trying to latch on to some type of belief system to
feel a part. Most sociologists see the function of gangs as filling the void
that broken families have caused. In Christianity, idol workshop is to fill
in the gap because of the absence of God, that’s why archaeologists have
never uncovered an atheistic tribe or nation.
The school of psychology and some religions believe man is inherently
good. However, as the human race marches toward the future, history
shows an innate character and propensity towards evilness. Can prosecutors and judges sleep knowing they’ve sent and still are sending people to
prisons for decades, some to death row? Is it evil or unwillful ignorance?
The shooter in South Carolina was motivated by hate and racism.
According to the news he did his research on the significance and historical
value of that particular church. He has pictures of himself on Facebook
with a confederate flag, another with a jacket and the flags of Rhodesia
and apartheid South Africa. These countries no longer existed after he was
born. Where did this demonic hate come from? How is it that he was to
sit with the church-going people and want to murder them in cold blood
after they embraced him to sit in their open study?
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In the Chicago news we are constantly hearing of senseless murders,
drive-by shootings, everyone else gunned down except the intended
target. But to me what was astounding was the response of these relatives
of the victims. How they forgave these evil culprits for an old hate that
is part of the mortar that built this country and fastened the foundation.
My head was shaken with disbelief when I first heard the news, after
hearing over and over sometimes the senses can grow dull. Almost a
numbness. After the age of slavery Booker T Washington in his 1895
speech wanted to give blacks a platform to contribute to white society
in a non-threatening manner. What was threatening, white guilt for the
institutionalization of slavery and the treatment of the African? To murder
with beatings and lynchings, knowing that a white jury will not find a
white person guilty of murder, nor a prosecutor who would indict; the
courts already ruled a black person has no rights that they were to respect
(Dred Scott).
About 60 years later, April 16, 1963, Dr. Martin Luther King’s “Letter
from Birmingham Jail” exposed an awful truth and I quote: “Like a boil that
can never be cured so long as it is covered up but must be opened with all
its ugliness to natural medicines of air and light, injustice must be exposed,
with all the tension its exposure creates to the light of human conscience
and the air of national opinion before it can be cured.” This is the 21st
Century, as a great society (not good), with all the modern technology,
medicines, and science, we are still visiting the same old ghosts of the
past. The breakthrough of DNA shows we are 99.9% the same. Linguists
believe we had one common language and science believes now we have
one set of common parents. But like a broken record the “banality of evil”
rears its ugly head.
Quoting from John Conroy’s book “Unspeakable Acts, Ordinary People”
(he was a reporter for the Chicago Reader who was very instrumental in
exposing the common man to a very open dark secret of the systemic
torture of the “suspects” into signing false confessions): “It is psychologically easy to ignore responsibility when one is only an intermediate
link in a chain of evil action but is far from the final consequences of an
action. Every Eichmann was sickened when he toured the concentration
camps, but to participate in mass murder he has to only sit at a desk and
shuffle papers, and at the same time the man in the camp who actually
dropped Zyklon-B into the gas chambers was able to justify his behavior
on the grounds that he was only following orders from above… the person
who assumes full responsibility.”
The judicial system needs to be indicted for all their crimes against
humanity, the same as the shooter that murdered them 9 church-goers in
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South Carolina. The F.B.I. did a background check on the shooter before
purchasing his firearm, called the wrong agency. Let’s see who gets fired
from the job behind that. There’s a high level of expectations for the
minority that are fodder for the system, but the powers that be, all type
of bureaucracies and red tape, wont be fired let alone indictments handed
down.
How did this little guy with the big gun feel threatened? Could it be
the poor are pitted to divide themselves, which makes conquering much
more feasible and easy? Haters will never die, just multiply.

The Fair Housing Act
by Tyrellis Wright
On June 25th, 2015, the Supreme Court delivered an unexpected reprieve to civil rights groups, ruling that housing discrimination need not
be intentional to be illegal. The justices said people objecting to lending,
zoning and rental practices can base their legal claim on the disparate
impact those practices have on blacks or other minorities.
The 5-4 decision was an unlikely conclusion to a years-long effort by
opponents of the Civil Rights era law to limit lawsuits against builders,
lenders and others. A few times before judges had heard challenges to the
law, only to see cases get settled out of court. The court acknowledges the
Fair Housing Act’s continuing role in moving the nation toward a more
integrated society.
Lending to a middle class black or minority family for a house, the
interest rate for that loan will be off the charts compared to a middle
class white family even though both families may have the same credit
score. The cause for it in my opinion is to run off the blacks and minorities
because they bring property and neighborhood value down.
Zoning has been in effect since blacks came to America. Blacks
have been marked off into zones. “The Agony of Racial Democracy” by
Christopher Lebron touches on the “justice, deviance, and the ‘dark ghetto.’
The existence of the dark ghetto — with its combination of social stigma,
extreme poverty, racial segregation and shocking incarceration rates — is
simply incompatible with any meaningful form of reciprocity among free
and equal citizens.” The zones of racial segregation clearly help establish
housing discrimination in America.
Discriminatory rental practices have been in full effect among white
slumlords against blacks and other minorities. Blacks are targeted in
rental scams of housing establishments by white slumlords. Excessive
monthly rates which are higher than the average white tenant with the
same slumlord.
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The June 25th Supreme Court ruling prohibits exclusion on the basis
of race, color, religion, national origin, gender, disability, or family status,
unless it’s for a legitimate reason. In a democracy, the power to make the
law rests with those chosen by the people. Although this was a victory for blacks and minorities, we can rest assured that the “backlash” or
“Frontlash” of this will affect the losers who are the white slumlords and
property owners. A “backlash” is responsive to something that has already
occurred. Vesla Weaver argues, as recounted in Lebron’s “Agony of Racial
Democracy,” that Frontlash is “the process by which losers in a conflict
become the architects of a new program, manipulating the issue space and
altering the dimension of the conflict in an effort to regain their command
of the agenda.” “Frontlash opens future possibilities in accord with the
moment that generates the creative impulse.” The losers will adjust to this
ruling and find another way around the Fair Housing Act to reduce “white
flight” from a white community that will be racially integrated due to this
ruling. As Weaver says in her own words, “we can think of Frontlash as
water moving swiftly through a path that eventually comes to an end,
forcing the water to seek alternative routes, or as a weed that after being
killed by weed killer mutates into a new variety, becoming resistant.”

Do Black Lives Matter?
by Phillip Hartsfield
The following is concerning the culmination of events in which blatant
disregard for human life occurred. The scary thing is that several deaths
occurred during this time not by what would be considered “criminals” or
“bad people” but by police or government authorities, by the same people
that are supposed to protect human life. It appears that both black and
white, government or civilian, all willingly or unthinkingly participate in
a system that continuously devalues certain lives, specifically black lives.
In recent weeks we have seen in America the blatant disregard for
human life. Several black people were either killed or left for dead by
police or governing authorities. We also witnessed the mass killing of
several black people at a church in South Carolina. I believe this is a prime
example of what is called “frontlash” (Christopher Lebron, “The Agony
of Racial Democracy”), which is “the process by which the losers in a
conflict become the architects of a new program, manipulating the issue
space and altering the dimension of the conflict in an effort to regain their
command of the agenda.”
Prior to the Civil Rights era there was no regard for black life at all. A
black person amounted to little more than a piece of property, as stated by
the U.S. Supreme Court in its decision of Dred Scott in which a black man
sued for his freedom and was told by the court that he was not a person
but a piece of property so he could not sue for his freedom. Good enough
to cook their food but not eat with them, that is if you were white.
So after the Civil Rights era, in which minorities, specifically black
people, made a strong push for their rights and gained some though not
a lot of ground, the concept of frontlash was put into effect. A concerted
effort in which black people were demonized and characterized as dangerous, hence targetable for mistreatment. This was happening in the
same period that society was supposed to be fixing all the past abuses
with granting certain rights and giving “equal” treatment. So there is this
widely held belief that certain people are lesser and therefore don’t matter.
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This effort has hence changed the way that the United States and even
the world sees evil, bad or wrong, however you call it. This agenda has
worked so well that even black people today hate themselves. I’m sure you
will find this statement surprising or even take offense. But let us ask this:
what is the number one killer of black men? Sadly, it’s other black men.
It is the same mentality of “self-hate” that has been instilled in the black
community and white as well, to the point that black men are hunted
down in the streets like feral dogs — by each other, by others, by everyone.
At what point do black men take a look at themselves? Why all the
outrage over one black man being killed by a police officer, when over
this weekend in Chicago anywhere from 5–10 will either be killed or shot
by other black men? Who should the black community really be mad at?
Yes, it may be others’ ideology but you’ve allowed it to take hold in your
actions to the point that when a black person looks in the mirror, it’s as
if they see the enemy!
If we examine the situation in Baltimore in which a young black man
was injured during the course of being arrested and left to die by black
police officers (there were white officers involved in the arrest as well).
Or the incident in Carolina in which a white officer shot an unarmed
black man in the back as he ran, his partner was black and seemed just
as willing to cover it up. Is this not clear proof that we as a society look
at certain people as though their lives don’t matter? Even if you are that
person yourself.
It seems as though black or white, government or civilian, we are all
doomed to participate in an abusive unjust system whether willingly or
not. In Hannah Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusalem she speaks of how individuals participate in a system of evil without even thinking, with no
conscience to do otherwise, as if it’s been embedded in them, and how
this can really reshape one’s view on what evil is. When it becomes systematic, it’s almost not viewed as wrong. If the laws/policies set in place
are unjust, biased or immoral, but still followed and enforced, do they
not become the new norm? Is it not then ok to do? See how the intended
victims become the perpetrators also? This was my original point in “Do
Black Lives Matter?”
I believe that this inferiority, or less-than ideology, is so deeply embedded in our society, it will take a lot of work to even think of changing
it. There don’t appear to be any simple answers or solutions, other than
true genuine self-reflection. It’s hard to look at a society that deems a
whole race of people as not worthy of life. I believe we all, black, white,
purple, polkadot, need to take a long look at ourselves and ask: do black
lives matter? And if so or if not, why? Or why not?

The Creation of Working Class Black Americans:
The Assimilation
by Hebrew
In September of 1895 Booker T. Washington (Booker T.) unveiled his
plan for newly freed slaves to co-exist with their former owners. His
speech was later labeled “The Atlanta Compromise.” While addressing the
Organization of Cotton States at an International Exposition in Atlanta,
Booker T. began his address by providing or attaching value to the newly
freed slaves. Booker T. suggested that “No enterprise [plantation owners]
seeking the material, civil or moral welfare of this section can disregard
this element [a potential workforce] of our population and reach the highest success.” Booker T., speaking for the 1/3 population of the South (the
so-called Negro) went on to say: “I but convey to you… the sentiment of the
masses of my race when I say that in no way have the value and manhood
of the American Negro been more fittingly and generously recognized
than by the managers of this magnificent exposition at every stage of its
progress. It is a recognition that will do more to cement the friendship
of the two races than any occurrence since the dawn of our freedom.”
Of course we must remember Booker T. intended to coerce his audience
into dropping their hostility to the so-called Negro, while presenting
condescending appeal, an olive branch to be shared by all. If you ever
have a chance to read Booker T.’s speech you may share my sentiments
concerning the true meaning of Booker T.’s olive branch: I made you money
in the past and I can still make you money in the future. Then came the
ultimatum, “Nearly the 16 million of hands will aid you in pulling the
load upwards or they will pull against you the load downward… we shall
contribute 1/3 of the business and industrial prosperity of the South, or
we shall prove a veritable body of death, stagnating, depressing, retarding
every effort to advance the body politic.”
I highlighted certain sections of Booker T.’s Atlanta Compromise to
demonstrate what could be labeled “The Assimilation Dream of Booker
T.” In my view, Booker T.’s Atlanta Compromise could also be compared
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to Martin Luther King’s “I have a dream” speech. Both King and Booker
T. were sick of the nonsense which kept the so-called Negro in a state of
second class citizenry: a subjugated state within a United States which
is made up of, who’s on first, who’s on second, and who’s on third, with
the so-called Negro in the outfield. Both Booker T. and King were well
aware that the so-called Negro had no chance of a total separation or
decolonization as discussed within one class reading of Frantz Fanon,
The Wretched of the Earth.
Before the Booker T. “Atlanta Compromise,” Black folk in America, those
who were free, with whatever education the times of the day allowed,
were always about the business of building culture through learning
trade, industry and music. However, this was little recorded, viewed with
skepticism by other Blacks and certainly not the topic white newspapers
would print. Booker T.’s Atlanta Compromise just happened to seal the
deal. The Atlanta Compromise brought to light what was hidden and began
the actual healing of a nation. Booker T. brought the ultimate adjustment
for whites to tolerate its former slaves while laying the blueprint for the
so-called Negro to obtain assimilation.
Bother King and Booker T. were all too aware that the so-called Negro
would never be given equal social status. And any height gained would
only be won through acts of non-violent compromise, a spirit of humility,
coupled with a determination to do better, to rise from their present
outfielder state. From the mid 1800s onward, even through the Civil Rights
marches of the Sixties, the so-called Negro has matter-of-factly proved his
loyalty to white folk, just as during slavery as noted by Booker T., while
looking and waiting for any opportunity to join white folk as laborers
for their industry, trade, commerce, as well as to their religious life —
anything to become as one.
The writing of this piece reminds me of my disagreement with various
sections of W.E.B. Du Bois’ The Souls of Black Folk. To summarize, Du Bois
says that Booker T.’s program yielded a return to three events: 1. The disenfranchisement of the Negro; 2. The legal creation of a distinct status of
civil inferiority; and 3. The steady withdrawal from institutions for higher
training. However, the history of America will tell you that the so-called
Negro has always been disenfranchised. Second, please be mindful of the
current year, 2015 — the so-called Negro has always been in a distinct
status of inferiority since coming to America’s shores, and finally, Black
colleges have always enjoyed the same struggles as in the day of before
Booker T… fresh out of luck.
In closing, Booker T. was on to something so significant that his
ideas helped shape Black America of yesteryear. Though in my area I did
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experience “the deprecation of higher learning,” as espoused by Du Bois,
however, to no fault of Booker T. White folk had no interest in the Negro
higher learning and that was that. Booker T.’s program of industry training
was as it were the order of the day and I saw nothing wrong with his
approach, given the attitude of white folk toward the so-called Negro.
With respect to the attitude of imprisoned people (Du Bois), the so-called
Negro of Booker T.’s time until the seventies could be said to fit squarely
into the determined effort at self-realization and self-development, despite
the mood of white folk.

Protesting the Protest
by Craig B. Harvey
Following many years of practice America has mastered the act of
protest. The star characters with re-occurring roles — “lead” roles — have
been African Americans. They have been on the front lines of protest for
decades seeking the luxury of civil rights and equal opportunities. Each
time they have been met on the world stage with the same results: the heel
of a boot, the barrel of a gun, the muscular long arm of the law crushing
all aspirations of all other than more oppression.
There is nothing inherently wrong with protest, however. Sad as it may
be, in a country whose chief language is violence, riots are a discretionary
tool that garners mass media attention. Peaceful demonstrators receive
little to no attention. Only when anticipation of violence involving police
officers is high will the cameras roll. Theoretically the reactions of law
enforcement are just as predictable as the protestors. It is this predictability
that leads to the progressive success of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Protests are usually a backlash response to what protestors deem an
injustice of sorts. Here I seek to explore the more proactive approach that
led to the Civil Rights success. Described by Christopher Lebron in “The
Agony of Racial Democracy” as “frontlash,” theorized by Vesla Weaver
as “the process by which losers in a conflict become the architects of a
new program, manipulating the issue space and altering the dimension
of the conflict in an effort to regain their command of the agenda.” (p.12)
The non-violent protest led by Dr. Martin Luther King was strategic
genius. For decades America painted a picture of Blacks as aggressive
and violent, thereby justifying segregation and police brutality. But as
protestors marched through Alabama the camera rolled allowing America
to witness as law enforcement brutally beat Blacks for simply sitting
down. The demonstrators’ non-violent act of sitting in a restricted area
manipulated the issue by causing society to question the public perception
of Blacks as violent.
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The dimensions of the conflict were altered when law enforcement and
a segment of the population responded violently to peaceful protesters.
The watchful scrutinizing eye of the media captured images of un-armed
Black men, women, and children (some whites also) in blood soaked clothing, and flashed the graphic depictions across every television screen in the
nation and many abroad. The dimensions of conflict were no longer violent
Blacks rebelling against law enforcement. It was violent law enforcement
officers attacking peaceful Black and White demonstrators. After nearly
100 years African Americans regained command of the agenda. In light
of recent events involving police brutality against Blacks there have been
several protests across the nation. Most have maintained a mild level of
peace. However, there have been riots and in certain instances the riots
have created more of a public outcry a the actions of the officers that
provoked the reaction of the rioters. Why?
In a historical context, law enforcement’s treatment of Blacks in
America is the result of institutional racism. White America colonized
Blacks and to ensure the colonized are kept under close scrutiny, Frantz
Fanon wrote in The Wretched of the Earth: “The agent does not alleviate
oppression or mask domination. He displays and demonstrates them
with the clear conscience of the law enforcer, and brings violence into
the homes and minds of the colonized subject.” (p.4) The response of
the rioters is what W.E.B. DuBois describes in The Souls of Black Folk as an
“imprisoned group” having “a feeling of revenge and revolt.” (p.36) The
violent response of the rioters is the effects of a centuries-old frontlash
strategy used by white elites against the poor and slaves.
During the 17th century, there was a slave revolt led by a white property
owner Nathaniel Bacon. Michelle Alexander writes in The New Jim Crow,
he “managed to unite slaves, indentured servants, and poor whites in a
revolutionary effort to overthrow the planter elite. In an effort to protect
their superior status and economic position, the planters shifted their
strategy for maintaining dominance.” (p.24) This shift in strategy established a paradigm that would cripple and destroy protest poor people’s
movements, and attempts at revolution for centuries to come. Alexander
writes: “instead of importing English speaking slaves from the West Indies,
who were more likely to be familiar with European language and culture,
many slaves were shipped directly from Africa.” “These slaves would be
far easier to control and far less likely to form alliances with poor whites.”
The second and most effective part of their strategy, Alexander suggests,
is that “deliberately and strategically, the planter class extended special
privileges to poor whites in an effort to drive a wedge between them —
white servants were allowed to police slaves through slave patrols and
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militias.” (p.25) This strategy was the architect of a new program termed
“white privilege” and/or “white supremacy.”
In theory the frontlash effect is revealed in an established pattern of
government concessions that ultimately demonize Blacks. The Civil Rights
Act of 1866 gave birth to institutional policies that further oppressed
Blacks such as: vagrancy laws, convict leasing and Jim Crow Laws. The
Civil Rights Act of 1964 birthed voter registry laws, welfare reform, housing reform, enhanced drug sentencing laws, and the behemoth of mass
incarceration of Blacks. Enforcing each of these discriminatory practices
sanctions police brutality.
It is now time for African Americans to regain their command of the
agenda. Through social engineering the government has created the
deplorable conditions in which millions of Blacks live, allowing them to enforce unjust laws. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. wrote “one has not only a legal
but a moral responsibility to obey just laws. Conversely, one has a moral
responsibility to disobey unjust laws.” (“A Letter from Birmingham Jail”,
p.5.) Hence the progressive success of the 1964 Civil Rights Act was made
because of non-violent demonstrators, as well as those Black Nationalists
that advocated for self-defense.
Those images of Black Nationalists or Blacks in general who defended
themselves against the anger and rage of white supremacists were viewed
as violent. Those violent images of Blacks defending themselves were the
personification used to justify law enforcement’s abuse. The agenda was
whites protecting their families from aggressive violent Blacks. However,
non-violent protestors were able to exploit the officers’ abusive tactics and
shift the attention from violent Blacks to violence against Blacks.
Fifty years after the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed, still unarmed
Black men, women and children are being shot dead in the streets by white
police officers and it is supposedly justified. Why? Christopher Lebron
suggests: “There are good reasons to believe that an initial moment of
racial resentment in response to Blacks’ victories in ’64 and ’65 has been
projected over time.” (p.11) Although the Act was passed, the government has implemented many discriminatory policies to circumvent the
concessions made since its passing. Lebron further suggests: “the most
recent surge of racial discipline and punishment, thus the continuous
and continuously articulated narrative of Blacks as a public threat, can
be traced as a non-coincidental response to the fact that Blacks had freed
themselves from Jim Crow. Indeed, the irony is that Blacks’ success on one
front inspired a set of policy developments that have worked to threaten
their freedom and safety since those victories.”
Or maybe, as Judith Butler suggests: “At stake is the way that Black
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people are figured as a threat even when they are simply living their lives,
walking the street, leaving the convenience store, riding the subway,
because in those instances this is only a threatening life, or a threat to the
only kind of life, white life, that is recognized.” “The lives taken in this
way are not lives worth grieving; they belong to the increasing number
of those who are understood as ungrievable, whose lives are thought not
to be worth preserving.” (“What’s Wrong with All Lives Matter,” p.4)
Employing a frontlash strategy allows the people to exist within the
system without being part of the system, ushering in a new system for
the people by the people. To exist within a system without being a part
of the system is to be a citizen in a country with unjust laws and policies
without perpetuating those same injustices. Protesting is typically a civil
disobedient method employed until demands are met and concessions are
made. Protesting the protest implies the people are demonstrating to usher
in a new system for the people by the people, not temporary pacification.

The Abolition of Race
by Clifford L. Powers
In America the concept of race has gone through many evolutions
and has served many ends, with the main purpose of distinguishing
one group of people from another. Out of this was born the particularly
vicious phenomenon of racism, with which we are still plagued. It is
my assertion that the concept of race, that there exist multiple races, is
arbitrary and works to sustain a major social barrier and impediment to
society’s collective growth.
A light was shone on this issue by the recent controversy surrounding
the now former chapter president of the NAACP, Rachel Dolezal. Ms.
Dolezal has been accused of faking her “racial identity” after it came
out that on an application she identified as “black,” “white,” and “native
American,” while publically identifying simply as “black,” and the discovery that she may have lied about having an “African American” father. The
NAACP claims that she is “black,” her parents claim she is “white.” Ms.
Dolezal herself has gone so far as to alter her appearance to emphasize
her chosen “racial identity.”
All of this demonstrates the subjective and arbitrary nature of the
racial construct and that racial distinction is still deeply embedded in the
societal worldview of America. The controversy surrounding Ms. Dolezal
provided us the opportunity to examine the experiential foundations
of this worldview. Instead of asking what “race” she is, or whether or
not she faked her “racial identity,” other questions should have been
posed. Does “racial identity” have a biological or physical foundation, or
merely conceptual? If this distinction does have a basis in ancestry, skin
color, or other physical attributes, can it be practically applied in a world
where these lines are increasingly blurred? Would society benefit from
the abolition of the racial distinction, and if so, how? Or is it simply too
much a part of our world experience to be removed?
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At the turn of the twentieth century, W.E.B. DuBois wrote in The Souls of
Black Folk that the “race-feeling” in America was becoming “intensified,”
i.e. that American society was becoming increasingly race-conscious, a
phenomenon which has only increased. In an earlier essay, “Conservation
of Races,” DuBois defines a “race” as a group of individuals with a “common
history, common laws and religion, similar habits of thought and a conscious striving together for certain ideals of life.” On the face of it, this
construction of the racial concept opens the door for inclusion of all those
similarly situated regardless of skin color. However, DuBois used this
idea to consolidate what he called the “Negro race,” ultimately consisting of those of “black” or African descent, in order to solidify their fight
for civil rights. Others later followed suit by consolidating the so-called
“Asian” and “Latin” races, effectively closing the door to inclusion of all
oppressed people in the struggle for true equality by further solidifying
these artificial barriers.
These dividing lines have become increasingly solidified in the minds
of some, but increasingly blurred in our physical reality due to ethnic
and cultural mixing. There are now people who claim a certain “race,”
those who claim none, and those who claim multiple “races,” such as
Ms. Dolezal. Human beings have a compulsion to belong; we also have a
compulsion to categorize, and “race” is one of those categories in which
we place ourselves and others. It denotes our ancestral, cultural, and social
history, and for many it very much defines who we are.
These identities carry with them a sense of pride and belonging. Ms.
Dolezal apparently believed that she would have more of an impact, more
power, in the struggle for equality if she identified as a “black” woman.
DuBois believed that “racial” solidarity was necessary; that, as Lucy Cane
suggests, it may be that “oppressed peoples must identify by the categories
through which they have been oppressed in order to develop pride and
power in that identity.” In the same vein others, such as Judith Butler,
argue that these oppressed peoples must first, in their particular identity,
achieve full personhood, full human value, in the eyes of their oppressors
before such distinctions as “race” can be overcome.
DuBois states in his “Conservation of Races” that this racial consolidation should last only until the uplifting “of the Negro people is accomplished, and the idea of human brotherhood has become a practical possibility.” But we must wonder if human brotherhood can ever be possible
as long as racial separation is seen as legitimate. Recognizing “race” as a
social construct with no bio-physical base leads to the realization that we
have power over this concept, e.g. what it means and how we react to it.
Everyone has this power and with it we can remove the concepts of race
and racism from our vocabulary, our worldview, and ultimately our world.
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Societal and governmental institutions have taken steps to eliminate
racial prejudice from their policies, often by removing race-based terminology. However, the actions of these institutions and people’s everyday
experiences have proven these changes superficial. In his essay “The
Agony of Racial Democracy,” Christopher Lebron uses phrases like “racial
inequality,” “racial resentment,” and “racial discipline and punishment,” to
describe black/white political relations in America. While the vocabulary
may have changed, the idea of racial distinction, and its concomitant
prejudice, has remained. The concept of “race” has been instilled in the
minds of Americans for many generations, but what can be learned can
be unlearned. Vesla Weaver described this institutional change in terminology as a “frontlash” approach, a “process by which losers in a conflict
become the architects of a new program, manipulating the issue space and
altering the dimension of conflict in an effort to regain their command
of the agenda.” In this case the post-Civil-Rights-Act institutions, while
eschewing racial prejudice on the surface, exploited ingrained prejudices
such as racial fear to maintain racial subjugation. We can conduct our
own frontlash by working to lay the groundwork for the elimination of
the racial construct and its attendant prejudices from the minds of future
generations. We start now by not only eliminating racial terminology
from our vocabulary, but ceasing to react to such distinctions and instead
reacting only to others’ Humanity.
Lebron comments on the failure of society to view the 2012 murder
of Trayvon Martin in Florida as a “cause for suspicion of gross injustice perpetrated by one citizen against another.” He despairs at the fact
that American citizens were unable to look past skin color to Martin’s
Humanity and recognize an injustice carried out against another Human
Being. Conversely, Butler and others argue that we cannot be “race-blind”
in our approach to such issues. They argue that to ignore the role racial
identity plays in these acts of injustice can render them meaningless.
Further, that to abandon racial terminology would only deprive people of a
language with which to describe their oppression. Instead of urging people
to look past “race,” Butler asserts that we must recognize the Humanity
of those of every “race” before equality can be achieved.
I would agree that it is important for a people to name their oppression.
In this case to name the racially-motivated oppression for what it is, but
only for the purpose of refuting the foundation of these racist acts, that
is, the racial construct. This concept of “race” signifies, must signify, a
fundamental difference, and one that is completely arbitrary. Regardless
of what “race” we identify as, the concept of other “races” will always
signify first and foremost different, not one of us; a fundamental flaw in
our individual and collective experience of the world.
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The abolition of the racial construct will not remove prejudice and
injustice from our world, but it will eliminate one form. Future institutions
will be run by the generations we are laying the foundation for now. We are
all teachers of the youth and this is where the true power for change lies.
The institutions of today were built on a foundation of race-consciousness
and are for the most part, a Lebron claims, “fundamentally racially unjust.”
I believe this applies to civil rights and other such organizations; racial
discrimination of any kind is an injustice.
For a people to embrace the “categories through which they have been
oppressed,” is to embrace an identity granted by the oppressor. It is to
accept, and struggle within the dimensions set by them. No real power
can be found here, only that limited power which the parameters of the
system allow for without self-destructing.
The only way this injustice can be remedied is to transcend this distinction. As long as it exists in our worldview we will react to it; the only
way to eliminate a prejudice is to eliminate its root. If we are to achieve
the “brotherhood of humanity” we must begin by recognizing Humanity
above all else and work to tear down these artificial barriers so that the
institutions and organizations of tomorrow will be founded on the base
of one unified race.

Imprisoned Group
by Michael Sanders
In The Souls of Black Folk, W.E.B. DuBois refers to Black people as an
imprisoned group. He bases his analysis on the oppressive treatment that
black people were subjected to by white people during and after slavery.
DuBois believes that there are three ways that an imprisoned group can
respond to their oppression: revolt, submission, and self-respect. From the
inception of slavery, African Americans have been an imprisoned group.
Our imprisonment has been physical as well as psychological. During
slavery the white man devised an ingenious plan, to keep the Black man
feeling inferior to the white race.
Their first course of action was to strip us of our heritage from Africa.
This was accomplished by prohibiting us to speak our native tongue. This
was preceded by giving us American names, which furthered the process
of losing our identity. Lastly, they forbade us from teaching our children
about the customs of our African ancestors, i.e. that we were descendents
of Kings and Queens. Once they stripped us of our dignity and heritage,
they created barbaric laws to keep us ignorant. During slavery it was
against the law for a slave to learn how to read or write. However, as time
progressed, some slaves learned the invaluable skill of reading and writing.
One man in particular was Frederick Douglass. Despite being born a
slave, Frederick was taught the fundamentals of reading and writing from
his master’s wife. Frederick was basking in his informal method of being
schooled. However, once his master returned home from work, it quickly
came to an abrupt halt. His master was furious once he discovered his wife
was teaching Frederick how to read and write. He instructed his wife to
never teach a slave how to read and write. He would realize that “only a fool
would be a slave.” He went on to say, “If you give a nigger an inch he will
take a mile!” Frederick was thankful that his master’s wife had given him
an inch, and now it was up to him to take a mile! Ultimately, Frederick’s
ability to read and write gave him the tools to write his own past, which
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allowed him to escape from slavery. In essence, his ability to read and
write was liberating! Frederick later travelled to Europe and became an
abolitionist. He also started his own newspaper called Northstar.
As we have seen, DuBois believes that there are three ways that an
imprisoned group can respond to their oppression: revolt, submission,
and self-respect. As we travel through the 18th and 19th centuries, we
will highlight the three ways that an imprisoned group can respond to
their oppression. First on our list is revolt: in 1831 a slave by the name of
Nat Turner organized a rebellion in Southampton county, Virginia. Turner
claims he experienced some religious visions that fueled his revolt. As
a result, he managed to gain the support of seventy slaves, who went
on a vicious rampage from plantation to plantation, murdering at least
fifty-five white men, women, and children. They were captured once their
ammunition ran out. Turner and eighteen others were hanged (Howard
Zinn, A People’s History of the United States, p.174)
Revolting continued during the 1850s when about a thousand slaves a
year escaped into the North, Canada and Mexico. One of the main conductors of this crusade was a slave by the name of Harriet Tubman. Tubman
was born into slavery and had her head injured by an overseer when
she was fifteen. She later escaped from slavery. Tubman made nineteen
trips back and forth escorting more than three hundred slaves to freedom, always carrying a pistol, telling the fugitives, “You’ll be free or die.”
Tubman emphatically expressed her philosophy: “There was one of two
things I had a right to, liberation or death. If I could not have one, I would
have the other. For no man should take me alive.” (Zinn p.175)
The mindset of revolting ended and the mindset of submission began.
As we enter the Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s, a new
leader emerged by the name of Martin Luther King Jr. Some individuals
viewed King as being submissive, because he practiced non-violence to
combat segregation. King adopted this method from an Indian Nationalist
by the name of Mohandas Gandhi. Moreover, he realized that violence
was the wrong approach for Black people, because it would result in a lot
of bloodshed. Love was the key ingredient that non-violence was based
on. King’s method proved to be effective in November of 1956 when their
demonstration ended segregation on buses in Montgomery, Alabama. The
method of peaceful demonstrations and submission won King and the
Black people of that era great gain.
However, as time passed, the only way to self-autonomy for the Black
man was through self-respect. No one demonstrated this more than
Thurgood Marshall. Marshall was born in Baltimore on July 2, 1908 and
became in 1967 the first black member of the U.S. Supreme Court. He
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graduated from Lincoln University in 1930 and received his law degree
from Howard University in 1933, graduating first in his class. He practiced law in Baltimore, specializing in civil rights litigation. In 1949 he
became chief of the legal defense section of the NAACP. He argued 32
cases (winning 29) before the Supreme Court, among them the landmark
school segregation case Brown vs. Board of Education in 1954. Through
the victory of Brown vs. Board of Education, Black children have gained
access to equality of education, which is the cornerstone of self-respect.
In conclusion, the epidemic of Black on Black crime has lead to mass
incarceration, thereby subjecting the black youth to modern day slavery.
Nationally, Blacks and Hispanics comprise 58% of all prisoners in the U.S.,
moreover Blacks are six times more likely to be incarcerated than whites.
However, Blacks comprise only 13% of the U.S. population. Black men are
being exploited by the white man, and the main objective is money. Slavery
was motivated by money and mass incarceration is motivated by money.
So in essence, our success is nothing but a mere illusion, because Black
people are still an imprisoned group.

Working Poor versus the Non-Working Rich
by Lonnie L. Smith
“Fight for 15” was the rallying cry as demonstrators marched near
McDonald’s headquarters in Oak Brook, IL. Low-wage workers have gained
bargaining power in the past year as more local governments increased the
minimum wage and major companies such as Target, Gap and Wal-Mart
have pledged to get workers up to a $10 an hour minimum. How generous
of Wal-Mart, its heirs alone have more wealth than the bottom 40 percent
of Americans combined.
Many believe that poor people deserve to be poor because they’re
lazy, in a country where “the poors” are called “takers”, “moochers” and
scavenging animals. Listen to any Republican speak, their main rhetoric
is: the poor have a notion that “I really don’t have to work, I don’t really
want to do this. I think I’d rather just sit around.” In reality, a large and
growing share of the nation’s poor work full time — sometimes sixty or
more hours a week — yet still don’t earn enough to lift themselves and
their families out of poverty. It’s also commonly believed, especially among
Republicans, that the rich deserve their wealth because they work harder
than others. In reality, a large and growing portion of the super-rich have
never broken a sweat. Their wealth has been handed to them.
The rise of these two groups — the working poor and the non-working
rich — is the new Bourgeoisie and Proletariats 2.0. The idle inheritors of
wealth lacking any of the innovative motivation of their siblings, yet still
having the political power to persuade economic systems that they are
disconnected from themselves, while the Proletariats struggle to survive
a system that devours the lives of the poor. So much for the theory of the
father of Capitalism Adam Smith that capitalism is compassionate. “If you
let them have free enterprise they will help impoverished Americans.” In
the eighties they also used (the term) in the famous “trickle down theory”
to lighten the taxes on the rich and super-rich.
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Here’s the quagmire part of the eighties that the frontlash Christopher
Lebron wrote about in “The Agony of Racial Democracy.” He cited frontlash
as “the process by which losers in a conflict become the architects of a new
program, manipulating the issue space and altering the dimension of the
conflict in an effort to regain their command of the agenda.” He explains
this in terms of racial oppression in response to the civil rights struggles
of the 1950s/60s. My argument is that this also applies to economics too,
which creates a “class of criminals” under the American criminal justice
system! The value of this to those in positions of power is that it deflects
the discontent and potential hostility of Middle America away from the
classes above them and toward the classes below them.
In sum, I will argue that the criminal justice system fails in the fight
against crime while making it look as if crime is the work of the poor. This
conveys the image that the real danger to decent, law-abiding Americans
comes from below them, rather than from above them, on the economic
ladder. This image sanctifies the status quo with its disparities of wealth,
privilege, and opportunity, and thus serves the rich and powerful in
America — the very ones who could change social stratification and the
criminal justice policy if they were unhappy with it.
Therefore, it seems appropriate to call their agenda past and present a
“war on poverty.” First there was the Welfare Queen. It’s a simple formula
when the media and politicians create scapegoats to deal with economic
crises by sensationalizing crimes committed by people in disenfranchised
communities. For instance, a young single mother is ambushed while
picking up extra welfare benefits. Instead of punishing the small percent
of these criminals, the media blows it way out of proportion. They make
it seem like this is the reason taxes are so high and a waste of taxpayers’
money and call for welfare cuts. While politicians give corporations and
the super-rich that funded their elections more welfare than poor people
will ever see.
According to Karl Marx, capitalists make and enforce laws that serve
their interests and act against the interests of workers. Their control over
institutions enables them to create common beliefs that make the workers
accept their status. Their economic, political and religious ideologies
make the masses loyal to the very institutions that are the source of their
exploitation and also are the source of the wealth, power, and prestige of
the ruling class.
When unions were at their strongest and we had a large happy middle
class living the American dream, greedy corporations saw more profit to be
made by moving plants out of the country. Capitalists love crises, they are
good for business and profits. Something had to be done about the angry
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now unemployed workers, it was plain to see the common laborer was no
longer needed, the very people that built their wealth. Tons of drugs began
to pour into the country. (Later it was found out by the help of the CIA.)
Once again the unseen hand gets into bed with media and politicians to
sensationalize stories on the crack babies, AIDS, gang members — deemed
a threat to mainstream society. The United States then developed a social
policy that can only be described as mass imprisonment. This solved the
problem of what to do with the useless common laborers left behind in
the vacuum of job losses. Those not imprisoned became prison guards
and staff.
Prisons have always been built for social control. There have clearly
been moments in history when the stated goal of public policy was to
imprison a group of people for the purpose of restricting their liberty and
freedom of speech. We can recall the internments of Japanese Americans
during World War II and the jailing of civil rights protestors in the South.
History is repeating itself, like in Marx’s day there is a great divide. The
mentioning of any discussion on social democracy makes the spokesperson a pariah. Marx believed the main problem with capitalism is that
profits will decline as production expands. This in turn will force the
industrialist to exploit the laborer and pay them less in order to continue
to make profits. Marx said this would lead to bankruptcies, greater unemployment, and even a full-scale depression. Marx argued, the workers
will rise up and take control of the state.
What Marx and Engels couldn’t have envisioned was the invisible punishment and the collateral consequences of mass imprisonment, after the
globalization of jobs shipped overseas for greater profits. Workers’ recent
protest to increase the minimum wage, in mostly the service industries,
which gross billions of dollars annually off their labor, is much deserved.
The problem with the increase (if they receive it), is that corporate America
will always raise prices to meet their income, no matter what the object
is really worth. Under capitalism we impose frugality on the poorest of
the poor with a touch of righteous indignation that anyone should want
more. On the other hand, we consider equally obscene that anyone would
dare to impose any kind of economic restraint on the rest of us.
It isn’t that so many are so rich that is the problem. It is that so many
are so working poor in the richest nation in the world. What is missing is
not money; it is solidarity and compassion. For a nation to stand strong,
we need to live in unity and generosity for one another and do good and
share the wealth with our nation. That widening inequality — combined
with the increasing number of people who work full time but are still
impoverished, and of others who have never worked and are fabulously
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hyperwealthy — is undermining the very foundation of the American
way of life.
We live in a society with serious class conflict brewing under the surface; apathy is at its highest, with poor education unless you can afford it,
increasing unemployment, homelessness, mass incarceration, with Wall
Street amassing huge fortunes in destructive frauds that go unpunished.
There’s no better time than now to revisit Marx and Engels’ critique of
capitalism and their call for proletarian revolution. It’s time to address in
our nation the great divide of wealth and poverty. Occupy Wall Street set
the tone, now it’s time for the oppressed masses and Proletariats to unite
against the ingrown war on poverty by the modern day Bourgeoisie, while
building an economy that meets human needs rather than the desires of
the profiteers.

Political, Social and Economic Racism
by Anthony Triplettt
There’s a contagious disease amongst us, and it’s called racism.
Unfortunately, there’s no cure, medication, or remedy for it. When it’s
all said and done, we’ve all been instigators of racism, as well as victims.
Some will argue that we’ve progressed from racism, but in all honesty,
racism has progressed to different forms. These forms of racism range
from political, social, and economic standpoints.
First there’s the political aspect. Years ago, people of color weren’t allowed to vote, it was prohibited, and against the law. Then years later, they
were allowed to vote, but only in certain states. When dealing with political
racism you’re dealing with a group of individuals who are wronged by politicians due to their ethnicity. For example, over fifty public schools were
closed down in Chicago last year. Out of those fifty schools, 98% of those
schools were in the inner city, which is populated by people of color. Then
you have the politicians who propose different types of laws, which favor
the majority (whites), instead of the minority, which are people of color.
The fact that we have a Black president and numerous Black politicians is
just a way of pacifying us as minorities, because when you look at it, how
many black politicians are actually for us as a collective? All these black
people are getting killed by police even though we have a black president.
Secondly you have social racism, which means individuals in a social
setting are treated differently due to ethnic reasons. A prime example
is the case of Michael Vick. Vick was a prominent football player who
was convicted of “animal cruelty.” He was sentenced to four years in a
federal penitentiary. After paying his debt to society he was released from
his current team. The owner of the Atlanta Falcons, Arthur Blanc, said
“Vick’s actions were unacceptable as well as disgraceful. And a player
who displays such traits cannot be a part of our organization.” Luckily
for Vick, he was signed by another team, the Philadelphia Eagles. On
Vick’s first day of training camp, thousands of protestors stood outside
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of the Eagles training facility. They felt Vick shouldn’t be a part of their
team because of his previous charges, and they had a petition of over five
thousand signatures on why he shouldn’t be part of the team. One year
later a white teammate of his, Riley Cooper, was caught on camera at a
music concert making a racial slur: “I’ll whoop every nigger here at this
concert.” There were no protests against him, no petitions. His form of
punishment was a one game suspension. And he was forced to give an
apology to the media. So basically, society cares more about the life of
dogs than a group of individuals who are constantly oppressed because
of the color of their skin.
Last but not least, we have economic racism, which consists of individuals in a business setting being discriminated against due to their
ethnicity. For example, when people of color attempt to open or start
a business, they’re subjected to a more strenuous process than a white
person who makes an attempt to start a business. In some instances,
minorities will be denied loans from banks just because of their skin
color, as well as social status. Then you have building inspectors who will
refuse to give business permits to certain minorities. Of course, they’ll try
to find legitimate reasons to do so, but most of the time, it’s their way of
hindering minorities from being prosperous business owners.
You would think that after all these years racism will cease to exist,
when in all honesty, it’s an issue that will always exist and it’s here to stay.
The mistake we make as individuals is that we’re under the impression
that racism can be solved. In a perfect world, racism can be eradicated
with no problem. But we do not live in a perfect world. The world we live
in revolves around one thing, and that one thing is the almighty dollar.
“The issue of racism is ignored by the majority, and tolerated by
the minority.”
—Harold Washington

The American Dream???
by Carl “Raphael” Williams
What is it? In Chicago the neighborhoods where I grew up are economically deprived of opportunity. They have some of the poorest schools,
a church and liquor store on every corner. Daily lives are shaped and
controlled in every aspect of life. Young kids are constipated from the
continuous consumption of personal doctrines, personal philosophies,
and personal ideologies. Widely-accepted religious, social and political
concepts, and moral conceptions. You must be re-educated, conceiving
the truth of materialism’s value, educated about gangs, police brutality,
discrimination, segregation, over-zealous prosecutors and mass incarceration. We are faced with alienating laws and institutions in the United
States that operate within a system of institutionalized racism. They want
the same privileges of white America because it often dictates “opportunity,” freedom, access to legal rights and the power to influence political
systems and media. So they try to realize the American Dream by being
individualistic, materialistic, pleasure seekers. The idea of self-interest
is the proper way and goal for them. The American Dream has become a
soldier set against them.
Constantly young black men and women are being killed by those
who follow a materialistic idea of the American Dream, a dream based
on malicious competition, brutal and greedy consumption of blood.
Who and what is the American Dream to kids in my neighborhood?
The American Dream, what is it? What does it look like? What are its
intentions? What are the elements of it? Is it wealth, materialism? Is it
compassion, healing, humanization, life-giving, or capitalism at its finest?
For most of America the American Dream is but a nightmare followed by
you having no memory of what was dreamed. The realm of fantasy. She is
a dream filled with illusions about life. The thought of it is to soothe you
while you are asleep. The 1% in this country makes the American Dream
(nightmare) look dreamy. But that’s because they never sharply define
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it for you. It’s misty and covered by the gradual shift in position of cool
flow. Capitalism! We are captured by the dream that is concentrated on
wealth or the wealthier getting more wealth. They sue the idea, principles,
methods and interests and power and influence of the American Dream
to lull you into a sequence of sensations, of images and thoughts passing
through the sleeping person’s mind. The people have become motionless
because they have been taken captive by the glamour of the American
Dream. Its fascinating spell captures your attention and affection by way
of its glamour and beauty. The dream has us caught and held prisoner to
its attraction. When you are held by the American Dream you are forced
to oblige. You cannot and will not act independently of the dream. The
dream is designed to take your breath away.
My father said that when I was born there were ten of the most valued
and important measures of my beauty upon the world. Well by the age
of eleven, the thought became: ten measures of my beauty are upon the
world. The American Dream took nine and gave the rest of the world one.
One image of me, the allure of the glamour of the American Dream with
its power to entice me to make me function in and under its rule. There
has been among part of the so-called public the belief that the American
Dream is for all of America. They say that if you work hard enough you
will achieve it. In other words, the gist of the American Dream is that you
as a person must think your way out of your present predicament. And
America is the place to attain these things. But of course, it’s a deceptive
dream which is defined as a life of material accumulation and financial
prosperity. But for whom? Is it all America, or certain people or individuals
of America? What about the social systems that block lower classes’ pursuit
and attainment of “the good life”? Is the American Dream about such a
poor? Lower class, middle class, upper class? Is it about decisions you
would make for yourself? Is the American Dream about questions of war
and peace, justices for the Supreme Court, inflation and recession, aid and
grants, crime and punishment, war on poverty, war on drugs, superiority
of whites, oppression of minorities, apartheid or amalgamation? Is it about
lively sensitive issues for genuine social change?
The American dream is a bourgeoisie-centric dream. It’s about their
minority while they make majority decisions. While the American Dream
is wealth and materialism, you lack the empowerment to make changes
to your society, communities, neighborhoods. It may have gotten better
for you as an individual but what about the rest of your community? So
what is the American Dream? Difficult decisions are still being made for
you by those who have pre-packaged the dream for you. For Marx and
Engels, capitalist societies rely on an ideology of individual competition
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and acquisition that justifies the economic system and lulls poor people
into believing the system works for them.
So I draw your attention to the fact that poverty is not only a state of
economic deprivation, a disorganization or the absence of something. It
is also the behaviors and beliefs learned in childhood as a cause of multigenerational poverty. The American Dream is a dream that doesn’t cause
a shift in poverty or a possible end to poverty through income, education
or mobilization of equal opportunity for all. With it being grounded in
bourgeois sentiment and the poor pouncing on the proposed idea of it,
the dream has become horrifyingly toxic. I do agree that the history of the
American Dream is a class struggle and the workers always had to contend
with the wealthy to make one’s way with difficulty. Marx and Engels
claim that their epoch has “simplified” class conflict in a sense because
society as a whole is tending to split into two great classes: bourgeoisie
and proletariat. I think the American Dream is a long-standing system in
alignment with Marx and Engels’ investigation of society as class society.
Everything brought to us from this idea divides us… it tears us apart,
the material wealth divides us. The whole American Dream is a tool of the
bourgeoisie. The American Dream has itself played a revolutionary role in
the modes of production and exchange. Each theory or political advancement or development of the American Dream has allowed the bourgeoisie
to develop its capital and push into the background all pre-existing classes.
It has settled everywhere, established connections everywhere. Through
the exploitation of world markets, the American dream has made the
production and consumption of all countries, communities and neighborhoods cosmopolitan. Everything is about capital by any means necessary.
The American Dream, like Marx and Engels’ manifesto of class conflict,
is the fruit of dissension, the wealth of chaos, the education and system
of disagreement. The more of the belief of the American Dream that we
are fed, the further we grow apart.
Harold Cruse points out in “Revolutionary Nationalism and the AfroAmerican”: as a class, the negro bourgeoisie wanted liberty and equality,
money, prestige and political power. But how to achieve all this within the
American Dream framework was a difficult problem since whites had a
monopoly on these benefits of Western civilization.
As individuals, and a society, the American Dream leaves us rootless,
moving, having no stabilizing ties in true human love and equality.
When most of the wealth belongs to 1% you have to ask the question:
the American Dream, what is it??? The American dream is far away,
like the planet Pluto in darkness, far away from the light (truth, reality). The American Dream, are we all witnesses to it and achieving it? As
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an American are you willing to testify to the glory of it? The American
Dream… who is it? And whose is it?
What we need instead of the American Dream is a life-supporting
infrastructure that’s honest and supports genuinely equal economic,
political and social status for all nationalities and individual citizens of
the United States. Not a dream but a developed Vision that we all can see
and be a part of. What we need is not a society divided into two classes,
but a whole America, that we may establish an economic base for all in
American Society.
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